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Schwinger Functions and Their Generating Functionals. II. 
Markovian and Generalized Path Space Measures on 9” 
Jlk; FRBHLICH* 
X general theory of 9-quasi-invariant, Markovian, and generalized path 
space measures on the Schwartz distribution space Y’ is developed. Ergodicity 
properties of such measures under the action of different transformation groups 
of .Y’ of interest tu quantum field theory are studied. As a result an 
algebraic approach to Markov field theory and a general, probabilistic (Euclid- 
can) framework for the study of spontaneous symmetry hrcaking and phase 
transitions in quantum field models involving fundamental scalar fields such 
as the 4*-model (or the generalized Yukama model in two space-time dimen- 
sions) are presented. Applications of these results to the P(C)2 quantum field 
models arc given and it is rigorously proven that the short-distance behavior of 
these models in each pure phase is canonical and the long-distance behavior is 
dctcrmined by the physical mass, 
In this paper we present a general. analysis of Markov and Euclidean 
(quantum-) field theoq in the sense of Refs. [I I, 15, 40, 51, 581 with special 
emphasis on measure theoretical and algebraic concepts. As a consc- 
quence of our analysis a new, group theoretical approach to (multitimu) Markov 
processes and Markov field theory is developed, a natural yneralization of path 
space measures is studied, and some new, abstract results m ergodic theory 81-c 
proven. Our results have interesting applications in Bose quantum field theory. 
It is known that under certain genera1 conditions the Euclidean Green’s, or 
S’chmingeF funcdions of Bose quantum fields arc the moments of probability 
measures on the Schwartz distribution space 9” and that the generating$mctionul 
for these Schwinger functions is the characteristic functional of these measures. 
These measures have interesting properties: They can he shown to be ~elteralixert 
p&h space ~neasures (see Section 2.5), or, stated differently, path space measures 
of proccsscs which can be viewed as natural gcncralizations of some class t,f 
XIarkov processes and the transition function of which uniquely determines the 
quantum dynamics. Under more restrictive assumptions these measures are the 
* Supported jn part by the National Science 1:oundation under Grant GP 40353X; 
present address: Dept. of Mathematics, Princctnn Cniversity, Princeton, h’e\v Jcisey 
08540. 
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path space measures of muMtime M&ow processes with (self-adjoint) con- 
servative, single-time sub-Markov processes. (These remarks motivate the title 
of this paper.) 
In the second part of this paper (Section 4) we consider applications of our 
general results to the P(q),-Bose quantum field models [15,34,36,51]. Some new 
qualitative understanding of these models is obtained and new theorems on the 
decomposition of the infinite volume Pi field theory into pure phases and on 
the short- and long-distance behavior of these models are proven. These results 
continue our analysis of the infinite volume Pi field theory started in [16] 
(“Schwinger Functions and Their Generating Functionals, I”), hereafter 
referred to as Part I. The material of Part I and of this paper is organized as 
follows: 
Part I. 1, Introduction. 2, Review of estimates for pl-perturbations of the P(y)* 
quantum Hamiltonian (“Glimm-Jaffe p-bounds” [20, 29, 30, 501). 3. The generating 
functional for the Schwinger functions, applications to the Pi models with space- 
cutoff. (This section contains a general introduction to (review of) Markov field theory 
in the sense of Nelson [II, 40, 58, 591; it also contains a detailed analysis of the charac- 
teristic functional of path-space measures on Y”(md).) 4, The infinite volume limit for the 
generating functionals in the Pi models, verification of the Wightman axioms, sharp- 
time Euclidean fields. (The essential results of this section are summarized in Theorem I, 
MOW.) 
Part II. I. Introduction and summary of main results. 2. Y-Quasi-invariant, Mar- 
kovian, and generalized path-space measures on Y’. 3. Gaussian measures on Y’. 
4. Application of the general results of Sections 2 and 3 to the P(v), quantum field 
models. 
Remark. Sections 2 and 4 of Part II have been announced in Part 1 as Sections 5 and 6. 
Before summarizing briefly the essential definitions, notions, and results of 
Part I and presenting the menu of this paper, let us recall the general frame 
in which Part I and the present paper ought to be placed-l 
In this paper, as in Part I we consider a reIativistic system in a two dimensional 
space-time which can be described in terms of a tempered, local Bose quantum 
$eld 9)(,x, t) on R2 which transforms like a scalar under PoincaG rransformafions 
of R”. 
We set <x, ti = [. Following Borchers [5, 351 we then define the$eld algebra 
generated by v  abstractly as the topologica1 * algebra 9 given by 
where Y(@) is the Schwartz test function space over lRzn. One can easily 
introduce a notion of convergence on 9, [35]. 
I f  @ = (@,(C, ,..., &J,:p , where N(O) < co for all 0 E 9, and 3, are two 
I The following is an “introduction for mathematical physicists.” 
elements in Y, we define their product by E) ;” + I-- {(O :< +)n]TCU t .Y, where 
The * operation on Y is given by 
IYith these definitions Y becomes a topological * algebra. Space-time transla- 
tions of an element 0 c Y arc defined by 
In this Paper we consider systems described by the quantum field p in a 
eracuunl state. A vacuum state w on the algebra 9 is given by a sequence of 
(space- and) time-translation-invariant tempered distributions {W,,([, .,.,, t,,)]T=s 
The usual spectrum condition of quantum phq’sics 1351 tells us that W;,( [r ,.. ., f,) 
is the Fourier transform of a distribution $p& ,.,., pn) with support “on 
positive energies” which in the case of a relativistic field theory means that 
where I’, is the forward light cone. 
This implies that the distributions .WJE, ,..., 6,) arc the boundary values of 
functions %$(I, ,..., l,,) analytic on 
7, = ((5, ,-a’, 5,) 1 Im(& - cjjl) f  T’., , j = 3 ,..., 72:. 
In the case of a local, velativistic field these functions have a one-valued analytic 
continuation to the domain 
7, p = (t-1 ,...I c,,) I 3 permutation I7 E yn such that (&r) ,..., &,l) E T,,]-. 
In particuIar (with tj - +<x,-, tJ), 
C,(& ,.*-> 6,) = %(x1 , it, ,-.., “%I , &) 
exists, provided ti 75 lj , i + j. 
For proofs of these well-known facts, see [35]. The functions 6,([, ?..., 6,) 
are called Euclidean Green’s-or SchGgev-functions. 
Osterwaldcr and Schrader [46,47,48] have shown that 6 = {Gn([r ,..., [ri)~~CO 
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can be extended to a continuous, li?recEr fun&d on the algebra Y. They have 
isolated (necessary and) sufficient conditions on distributions {E&(fr ,..., [J}zzO 
that these are the Euclidean Green’s functions of a state w on the field algebra ,Y 
satisfying all Wightman axioms [35], 
In this paper we concentrate on the analysis of a property of the distributions 
(&Jz=;=, which is called Symamik-Nelson positivity [40, 581. In certain field 
models the distributions {6JE1 ,..., t,J)z=a not only define a linear functional on 
P’ but also a positme, linear functional, i.e., a state, on Y: For 8 E Y 
It is known (see, e.g., [16, 171) that Symanzik-Nelson positivity (4) and the 
bound 
(5) 
for some norm 1 . iY continuous on Yi = Y’(UP), imply that the distributions 
(G,M}~pn arc the nw&nts of a probability measure A(@) on the dual 9;’ of 9; . 
One is tempted to interpret dv(@) as the path space measure of some process, 
the path space being Yr’, 
(Necessary and) sufficient conditions for A(@) to be the path space measure 
of a process (the transition function of which is eAtHI where H is the quantum 
field Hamiltonian) have been isolated by Nelson in a basic paper [40] (see also 
Theorem 2.18 below). In [17, 511 ( among other things) a theorem (based on 
results of [43, 521) has been proven which establishes equiualmca between a 
special class of Bose field theorios satisfying Wightman’s axioms and Euclidean 
Green’s functions satisfying (4), (5), and N e son’s Markov property [40, 41, 42]. 1 
(Notice that neitlzer (4) nor (5) is necessary for the reconstruction of a vacuum 
state CC) on 9 from the Euclidean Green’s functions; see [46, 471.) 
The main reason for studying Symanzik-Nelson positivity (4) in more detail 
is that it is cxtremeIy powerful for the construction of Bose quantum field 
models [26, 29, 30, 31, 32,44, 511 (for the proof that these models are nontrivial, 
e.g., in the sense of Borchers’ classes [35], see Section 4 and [19]) and for the 
analysis of p&se transitims (e.g. in the coupling constant of an interaction term) 
which is one major topic of this paper. 
d Side Remark for Physicists. Rather than only studying vacuum states 
(2), (3) on the field algebra 9 defined in (I), one can also consider equilibrium 
states on .Y describing a situation where the system is in thermal equilibrium 
at inverse temperature p. It follows from important results of Ref. [l] that the 
analysis of equilibrium states on .4p at positive temperature is very similar to 
that of vacuum states. In particular those states can be described in terms of 
Euclidean Green’s or Schwinger functions, too; an analog of the Osterwaldcr- 
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Schrader reconstruction [46, 47, 481 can be proven for the positive tcmperaturc 
case, and Symanzik-Nelson positivity (4) remains an interesting additional 
structure [ 18, 331. Many results of the present paper (in particular of Section 2) 
extend to the case of (Symanzik-Nelson positive) equilibrium states at positive 
temperature 1181, 
We now define the quantum field models studied in Part I and this paper for 
which inequalities (4) and (5) are valid and play a prominent role: the P(v)*- 
models; classic references at-c [15, 34, 36, 511. Thanks to the FeyntnanKac- 
Nelson formula [31, 421, a consequence of X&on’s Markov property [40] for 
the free Gaussian measure [41], the P(F):! q uantum field models with space-time 
cutoff can be characterized by a family of cutoff interacting measures 
@~~~~,wL4p (y specifies boundary conditions; see Part I and Section 4) 
on .‘fI’, whose moments are the space-time cutoff Schwinger functions 
q,l(h >.‘.I 4,) E :<,‘a 
The Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula establishes a I-1 connection between the 
cutoff measures and Schwinger functions on the one hand and the Hamiltonian 
formalism on the Pock space of the free, scalar quantum field [3 1, 34, 421 on the 
other hand. We have used this connection in Fart 1 to derive properties of the 
measures ~&Elli<~)nCas and WC: use it in the present paper again. 
A precise definition of the cutoff P(F)Z-measurcs (dv,,‘~~ is given in Suction 4; 
see also [9, 31, 421 and Patt I. 
TIw results of Part I can be summarized as follows. 
rh~~w~~~~ I. l~ndeer conditions on the polynomial P and the boundur~ conditions 
y  sper$kl in Section 4 of Part I, 
existsjor all fin .‘Yl , is continuous in.f on -Ul , and is theFourier (-Laplace) transform 
of a probability measure do on .(/n&,,,, (W). The fun&onaZ J is Euclidean 
invariant. 
The moments of the measure dvy, i.e., the infinite volume Schwinger functions, 
satisfy inequalities (4), (5). They are the Euclidean Green’s junctions of a uniquely 
determined vacuum state 04”) on the $eld algebra .4a satisfying all Wightman 
axioms (with the possible exception of the uniqueness of the oacuwz). 
The proof is given in Part I, Section 4; set also [ 17, 511. 
Apart from a general analysis of probability measures on (the a-algebra 
generated by the Bore1 cylinder sets on) Y’ ~~~ .V~,,r(W) which are quasi- 
invariant (and ergodic) under different groups (and which are positive in the 
sense of Ostcrwalder and Schrader 117. 46, 471, the main results of this paper 
concerning the Pi mod& can be summarized as follows: 
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THEOREM IIA. Z;nder conditions on the polynomial P and the boundary 
conditions y  specified in Section 4 the P(vje interacting measures dvr(@) have the 
folloiwing properties : 
(a) The?, are Y-quas-invuriant, i.e., the Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
dv”(@ + g)ldvV) exist for all g in 9 =:: Y~&lF). (This yields existence of 
Euclidean momenta canonically conjugate to the field 0.) 
(b) They are 1ocaIly equivalent (see Section 2) to thefiee Gaussian measure 
dvO(@) on Y’ with mean 0 and covariance (--d --I- m2)-I. 
(c) They satisfy the ZocaE Markov propedy (in the sense of Nelson [40, 411 
and Newman [45] and the equilibrium-equations of Dobrushin, Lanford, and 
Ruelle (DIR equations) in the form of Guerra, Rosen and Simon [l 1, 311. 
In Ref. [17] we have shown that the measures dvy(@) are positive in the sense 
of OsterwaIder and Schrader [46, 471, a property which is basic for the recon- 
struction of a quantum theory from the measure dvv(@). In Section 4 we now 
prove the following stability theorem which aBows for the decomposition of the 
infinite volume P(F), quantum field theory into pure (physica1) phases. 
THEOREM IIB. Let dvy(@) be an infinite volume interacting P(q)z-measure. 
Then (under the same conditions on the polynomia2 P and the boundary conditions 
y  as in Theorem IIA) there exists a “a-algebra &-@ at i@u’ty” on 9”, a probability 
measure p on ZVfl and a family of mutually singular probability measures (dvxy)xEsp~ 
on 9” such that for all A in the u-algebra generated by the Borel cylinder sets of 
Yv,y(A) is a bounded, &,JP-measurable function and 
and for p-almost all x E Y’ the measure dv,v has the properties: 
(a) It is invariant and ergodic under “time’‘-translations of 9”. 
(b) It is positive in the sense of Osterwalder ati Schrader [17, 46, 471. 
(c) Its moments are the Euclidean Green’s functions corresponding to a 
self-adjoint quantum field and a unique time-translation-iwariant vacuum state. 
(d) Theorem IIA is true for dvx , 
Remark, The decomposition of the infinite volume P(cp& quantum field 
theory into pure physical phases described in this theorem is equivalent to the 
cent& decomposition of (the vacuum state on) the field algebra 9’ or 
of the observable algebra generated by 9, as studied in [7] and references given 
there. It reveals, however, new, interesting structures stable under this decompo- 
sition, e.g., Symanzik-NeIson positivity, and it is mathematicalIy simpler. 
As a corollary of this theorem we prove that the infinite volume P(v)* 
quantum field is not in the Borchers class of the free fieId. We also prove that the 
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short-distance beha&or of the Pi models is dominated by the one of the free 
field. As an “introduction for mathematicians” WC now want to indicate the type 
of general results on probability measures and (gencralizad) Markov processes; 
u-c prove in Section 2 (which yields Theorems IIA and IIB): Let S bc, e.g., a 
nuclear vector space with dual X* containing ,y (example: .y 2: -y* -v-: Rl‘); 
wc could also consider a Lie group and its character group instead of (,I-, A-*), 
etc.). I,ct .ir,7 be the space c,f Schwartz test functions on R” with values in ‘y and 
.YZ, the dual .Y; .” 
\Ve will consider probability measures trn the u-algebra generated by the 
Bore1 cylinder sets of ..Y’;, which have quasi-invariance and ergodicity properties 
under different transformation groups of ,‘/Iy- , e.g., under the additive group 
of yx (see Sections 2, 2.1-2.4). Quasi-invariance and a certain kind of crgodicity 
of measures under Fx yields a new, group theoretical approach to “multitime” 
Markov processes [ll, 38, 40, 41, 45, 561. WC present a new analysis of multi- 
plicative functionals on “muItitime” Markov processes (see Section 2.3) of 
“equilibrium equations” (in a sense similar to that of [I 1, 3 i]) and of the u- 
algebra at infinity; see Section 2.4. In Section 2.5 we consider groups different 
from .‘/;i , in particular the “time’‘-translation group &“, acting in a natural 
manner as a transformation group of .VZ+ _ We define a class of *F-quasi- 
invariant measures which can be interpreted as path space measures of “goner- 
alized processes” (in a sense defined in Section 2.5). We show that all ,X-ergodic 
components of such a measure are still path space measures of “gener- 
alized processes” (distinguished by “boundary conditions at infinity”; see 
Section 2.4). This result is important for the study of phase transitions (as a 
coupling constant is varied) of quantum field models involving Rose fields, c.g., 
the ~~ quantum field model [12, 21, 223 or the Yukawa model [34, 491 in two 
dimensions. It can be used to prove that the Pi quantum fields are not in the 
Bowhers class of the free field (Section 4). Stated more ambitiously: Uur results 
in Scctitrns 2.4 and 2.5 are an attempt to develop a general framework for the 
discussion of spontaneous symmetry breaking and phase transitions in quantum 
field models involving fundamental scalar fields. (See also [8, 12, 191.) The 
methods used and developed in Section 2 also have applications to nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics and classical statistical mechanics.” The vector space S 
(e.g.) will be chosen depending on the specific application. However, it does not 
play any role in the abstract theory of Section 2. We mav therefore set 
X S* = R, for the sake of notational simplicity and without loss of generality. 
Similarly we could replace the continuous “multitime” R” hv a discrete one, 
2 Since S is ;I topolo~icol vector space, .!fx and Y’& arc defined in the usual IW~. 
Notice that WC could replace [w” by 8 finite dimensional, connected Lie group or by L<‘. 
In the latter case 5’; is the space uf all rapidly decreasing, X-valued scquenc~s on p’. 
” For such xpplications. see, e.g,, [I I]; an applicstion of the techniques developed in 
the present paper to :I classical lattice g;rs system has been considcrcd independently by 
P. Cartier (private communic;Aon). 
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P, say, or by some finite dimensional connected Lie group. Our methods still 
apply under these conditions and so we will always choose Rd. 
We recommend that the reader interested only in probability theory and 
Markov processes read only Sections 2 and 3, whereas the reader interested in 
quantum field theory start with Sections 3 and 4 and use Section 2 (especially 
Sections 2.4, and 2.5) only for consulting. 
2. Y-QUASI-INVARIANT, MARROVIAN, AND GENERALIZED PATH-SPACE MEASURES 
ON Y’*’ 
As already mentioned in the Introduction, throughout this paper we take 
the real line 88, i.e., Yx - Y = Y~:eal(~d), as the topological vector space X 
(on the dual X* of which we study “multitime” Markov processes, ,..). This 
reduces our analysis to that of a general class of probability measures defined 
on the a-aIgebra generated by the Bore1 cylinder sets of Y’, where 
y’ = Lqeal(W) (d is an arbitrary, positive integer; in Section 4 d will be = 2). 
These measures we call, for short, PBC measures and denote them by dv(@), 
44%.> where @ denotes points of ,Y’. 
In the following we identify .Y with the additive group on Y (addition of test 
functions). The measures we want to study in this section are assumed to be 
Y-quasi-invariant, unless stated differently; i.e., for a11 g E Y the Radm- 
Nikodym deriwatiwes dv(@ + g)/dv(@) exist. We assume throughout this section 
(without mentioning it in every instance) that 
as g, +g, in the topology of 9. 
2.1. II-Locality and IT-Ergodicity 
I)EFINITION 2.1. A set B c @? is called regular i f f  there exists a real cot 
function hs on 5P such that B = supp h, , (It is known that a regular set B is 
equal to the closure Bint of its interior BInt and that its boundary 8.B is con- 
tinuous.) We set RC = lFF\B and note that BC is regular if B is regular. We let 
Y(B) denote the space of functions (J” j f~ Y, suppfC B), where B is regular. 
The points of 9’ are denoted by @; the u-algebra generated by the Bore1 
cylinder sets on 9” is denoted by E, and ZB denotes the smallest a-algebra on 9’ 
such that all Z-measurable functions generated by {F(f) !f~ Y(B)} are ZB- 
measurable. 
4Announced in Part I :I$ Se&on 5. 
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ii-e set ,j, = L2(..Y’, dv); 911,(B) is th e van Neumann algebra gcneratcd by 
the functions {eiO’ii 1 fE Y(B)) on 9, if B is regular. I f  B is an arbitrary set in 
R” wc let {B’jB bc the family of ul1 re@ar sets in R” containing B. We set 
and 9,(B) := (14’ j .F F !lJJi,(B))-, where the closure is taken in the I,“(.CY”, Ilv)-norm. 
I!‘,.,,,(-) denotes the conditz’o& expeciafion, given the o-algebra S,,, generated b! 
all the functions in ‘9$(R). It is well known that R,,,, 1 $:7, is the self-adjoint 
prqjection onto B&,(B). (It is a pasitiGt~ preserving contraction on U’(.‘i”‘, do), 
1 5: p *-.: m [51].) 
I,EMhlA 2.2. Let dv be un .Y-quasi-invariant measure. Then the operators 
(ei=‘!” ~ ,q E Y) defined b> 
(1.3) 
for all F C: !$ , form a continuous, unitary representation y f  the additive yroup of 
Y’ on FJ, . The Wcyl relations 
The proof of this lemma is well known; see, e.g., [3, 41. (iVc recall the con- 
ncction of .V-quasi-invariant PBC measures, reprcscntations of the 1s’cyl 
rclaticms (2.37, and Araki functionals [3]): 
LIEFIKITION 2.3. If  B is a regular set we define VI,(B) to be the von Neumann 
algebra generated by (eirr(“‘F 1 FE 4WI,(B) 
h?; tJAr:p7 3,(B); clearly ‘II, = YI,(llV). 
, .y t Y(B)} and ?I, the one generated 
We say that an .‘F-quasi-invariant measure IJ is (II, B)-t?Y,aOdiC iff 
S,(B)’ n !N,(B) 7: W,(23), where %,(R) ’ is the commuting algebra of ?I,(B). 
Later we will use the notion of compacts IT-ergodic PBC measures: v  is called 
compactly fl-ergodic i f f  it is .Y-quasi-invariant and for arbitrar!! compact, regulw 
subsets R and C of R” 
91,,(B)’ f7 ‘YJiT,(C) z !UZ,(C’\Bi,t). 
Finally we say that an .Y-quasi-invariant PBC measure v  is II-eyodic i f f  the 
group .[eprr7(g) 1 ,y E Y} acts ergodicak’y on 5, . 
The restriction that Y be (J7, Qergodic (f- or arbitrary compact, re$zr B or 
that v  hc compactly Z7-ergodic) is a rather aaeulz regularity assumption on the 
measure L’. 
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I f  B is regular then it follows easily from assumption (2.1) that 
t.!J1,(83) c BI,(B’C’)’ f-i !m,(B’C’). It is then easy to show that if for some regular 
set B, properly containing B 
%“(3)’ f-l m”(B) -- N,(BC) f-7 ‘9qBC n 3J 
then $lJlll,(8B) = a,(B)’ n $JI)JJ?) and v  is (17, B)-ergodic. We define FIG+ (or 
normaI) ordering with respect to the measure Y (in the sense of Segal) by 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let v  be an Y-quasi-inwuriant PBC meaSure on 9’. Let 
$jV 3 52 denote the function identically 1. Assume that for arbitrary compact, uegulur 
B, posdive integer m and test functions gl ,..., g, in Y(3) 
qgl) ... no E n WY-‘, 4 
1ga<= 
and that for arbitrary compact, regular B every function Z in $&z,(B) has an expan- 
sion : 
N n 
Z = f;lim, 1 d%Wn(t, ,..., Lz) :fj @(&):, > 
n-0 m j-1 i=l 
where the limit exists in Lp(Y’, du), f  or al! 1 < p < co, and W,, E Y’(Pd) 
with supp W, C BX”( IV0 F C), fog all n < CO. Then v  is compactly I;r-ergodic 
and every PBC measure 3 (Zucally) equivalent6 to v  is compactly lir-ergodic, as r&l. 
Rather than proving this proposition here, we refer the reader to (the proof of) 
Theorem 3.2 where all the essential ideas required for the proof are explained. 
In this subsection we mainly study (I;r, B)-ergodic PBC measures. Compactly 
liT-ergodic PBC measures are considered in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.5. (1) For aZl subsets B C Rd and all g E Y 
,inco)Fe-‘nrg) E m,(B) i f f  F E il)l,(B). 
(2) Let Y be a (II, B)-ergodic PBC measure and FE YJ&(B). If  F bus the 
property that F(@ + g) = F(Q), f  or v-almost all @ in 9” and allg in Y(B), then 
F is in ‘%I,(aB). 
(3) If !IJ$,(aB) + {hl i h E Cl thm 911, is not generated by ‘S&(B) u 9E,(BC) 
(V is assumed to be compact!’ ii-ergodic). 
5 Eocal equivalence of PEW measurrs is defined and studied in Section 2.2. 
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Proof. (1) If  B is regular, %1,(B) is generated by the functions 
{P(‘) 1 f E Y(B)}. Let N b e swme finite, positive integer, jr ,..., j>.+ in .Y(B) and 
cr ,..., cN complex numbers. Then 
which is obviously in ‘WV(B). Thus 9JJJ1,(B) 1s invariant iindcr the mapping 
17 -*F-,, _~ eiz”cnl~,‘e-izr’~‘, (2.5) 
If  B is flat regular then by definition %11,(B) : fi(B,)B !JJ&(B’), and W,(B’) is 
invariant under the mapping defined in (2.59, for all B’ E {B’}B , since these are 
regular. This and the unitarity of .F(o), R E Y, complete the proof of (1). 
(2) From the equation F(@ -I R) 7-z F(D), v-almost everywhere, for all 
h” E .5@(B) we conclude that 
,iIli~lpe-iII(,*r = F, all R f  Y(B). 
Ilcnce FE %,(B)‘. Since FE !Mv(B), F E !&,(B)’ n Y&(B) = W,(iiR), for v  is 
(Z7, B)-ergodic. 
(3) We first assume that 3, is irreducibze (i.e., !?I,’ .= {hl : A EC} -z 
&: 7 center of 5!L,). I f  ‘21,. were generated by S,(B) U ‘X,(BC) then 3, would 
contain W,(ZB), which is nontrivial by assumption. Therefore PL,’ = & would 
be nontrivial, contradicting the irreducibility of ‘91, _ If  !I[, is not irreducible hut 
v  is compactly II-ergodic, we can use Theorems 2.14 and 2.16 below to reduce 
the proof to the previous case. QED. 
Remark. It is well known that irreducibility of 911, and crgodicity of the 
group [eirl(gl 1 g E 9) are equivalent. Also PI, is irreducible if e.g. there exists a 
unitary group {Ii?, 1 g E 6> C ?I, , where (5 is some automorphism group of the 
a-algebra E, e.g., 6 2 {space-time translations}, which acts ergodically on I,. 
I f  05 is an n-dimensional, abelian group, Y&IT,* t 91” , for all A E !X, , and the 
spectrum of (rr, 1 g E Q} is contained in a proper cone C Iw” then 91, is irreducihlc 
if (r, j R E 6j acts crgodically on $j,, , by the famous theorem of [6]; hut this 
criterion is not very useful in the following, since the spectrum of the “space- 
time” translation group (unitary representation of the additive group of W on 
3,) is in general the whole of W in the present context. 
The following notion is basic for the general theory of this section. 
L)EFINITION 2.6. Let Y be an Y-quasi-invariant PBC: measure cm 9”. Then 
v  is called (fl, @-local i f f  dv(@ + g)/dv(@) is a L’v,,-measurable,6 positive, & 
integrable function on 9, for all g G Y(B). The measure Y is called fl-local i f f  
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Y is (II, B)-local for all reguIar B C Rd. The measure v is called M~kooian iff 
v is (II, B)-ergo& and (U, B)-local for all compact, reguIar B in Rd. 
The center of the algebra PI,(B) defined above is denoted by $(B). 
LEMMA 2.7. (1) Let B be a regular set arid Y a (II, B)-localPEE nzeast6re o?i 
,Y’. Thea the s&space T&(B) C !& is Zejt invariant by (reduces) P[,(B); 
(2) Ij Y is (II, B)-ergodic then m,(m) = 3”(B). y  3”(B) = am” then v  
is (II, B)-ergodic. 
Pmf. Clearly a,(B) is invariant under 9&(B) (by definition); the set of 
vectors !&(I?) is delase in jj,(B) in the La(y’, dv)-norm (by definition of !&(B)). 
Thus 9JIaz,,B = %8,(B) r jj,(B) is maximal abeZiata on &(B). Let F E W,(B). Then 
By Lemma 24 l), F-, E $0&(B) and by Definition 2.6, dv(O + g)/dv(@) is ZV,B- 
measurable. Since dv(@ + g)/dv(@) is inLl(Y’, A), (A(@ + g)/dv(@))“” E a,(B). 
Hence eirr(c)F E BY(B). Since m,(B) is d ense in .$(B), we have shown that !$(B) 
is invariant under {ein’@)F 1 F t 9X”(B), g E Y(B)) and therefore under ‘X,(B). 
We set 5!IIy,B = N(B) I 5v(B); ‘K,, contains the maximal abehan algebra ilJ1,., 
and hence is a type I, algebra. 
&B = 3p) r fi,(B) = ‘rr:,, c 9x”(E). 
Since v is a (I7, B)-local measure, I&, commutes with PI,(B). Thus 
3”W = wP)’ n R,(Jo (24 
We have already noticed that 50’&(8B) C B&(B)’ n !UI,(B). Therefore 
mw L 3m completing the proof of (1). The proof of (2) is trivial in view 
of (2.6). QED. 
DEFINITION. If v is a PBC measure on Y’ then V, denotes the restriction 
of Y to the smallest u-algebra A’V,R such that ail functions in 9&(B) are ypYeB- 
measurable. We can now state our first interesting result. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let Y be some .V-quasi-invaria7at PBC measure and B a regular 
set. 
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(2) lj Y is (II, B)-local and (LIZ, B)-ergodic then 
(3) Assume that the space $u(BC) ep s arates vectors in &(B)’ and that the 
JWarkozl property (2) holds. Then v  is (II, .R)-local. 
Proof. (1) is proven in the course of the proof of (2). It suffices to prove 
E”,B . E”,BC -- &!B * P-7) 
If  this holds then for all p and I,!J in $, 
(93 ~“.B~~V,B4J) = (&&?CCP~ $1 
:= am9), $1 = : (93 -f4,w/J), 
since the projections E,,, , L:,,,n~ , and E,,,i, arc self-adjoint on 8, . Thus 
EV,Bc . EL,., == l?‘,,dB on 5j,. (2.8) 
Since these projections are positivity preserving on the Zmeasurablc functions 
on ,cP’ [31], they arc contractions on P(Y’, dv) and hence (2.8) holds an 
LP(Y’, dv), 1 <p 5:; co. 
In order to prove (2.7) it now sulIicos to show that for all A in W,(BC): 
E&q t %x,(?B). P-9) 
We set G = E,,,(A) and must show that 
G(@ -I- 9) = G(@h for all g E Y’(B), Y ax. (2.10) 
Since Y is (J7, B)-ergodic (2.10) implies that GE w,(aB), by Lemma 2.5(2). 
Hence YJI,(X3) 3 E,,.(A) = E&A). Since the projections 6,,C are contractions 
on U(P”, C&J), 1 5; p -zG co, (2.9) yields (2.7). We now prove (2.9). 
(1”) We show that d~(@ + g)jdv,(@) = dv(@ + g)/&(Q) for all g E Y’(B). 
Let F E ‘&R,(B). Then 
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since Y is assumed (II, B)-local. But 
by Lemma 2.5( 1). Hence 
j 9’ 
F(Q) db’&;)g) dYg(@) = j/p) dv,(@ i g), 
for all F in !I&(B) and therefore dv,(@ -+g)/dyB(@) exists and is equal to 
d~(@ + g)/&(Q), which proves (1”) and (1). 
(2”) Clearly ,4 f IIII,(BC) is in 5&(B)’ and hence A(@ f g) = A(@) for all 
g in Y(B). Let F E Q,(B). Then for all g E Y(B) 
czz s 9’ F(a) G(@ + d M@ + g) 
Since this is true for all F in 5LJ$(B) and since dv(@ + g)/&(D) is a potitiwe 
function affiliated with ‘N,(B) (i.e., 2;1,,,- measurable), we conclude that G(D) -= 
G(@ + g), for all g E Y(B), v a.e., i.e., (2.9), (2.10). This completes the proof 
of (1) and (2). We naw come to the proof of (3). 
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Let FE !I.&,(B”), R E ..Y(B). Then 
s = E,,,ls(F)(@) -xF-- d@) 
- 
! 
. E v.B (F)(Q) %?%i &(@) dv(@) ’ 
by Markov property, 
.-- j WY KLf ( dvP + “‘) dv(@), II”(@) since R,,,, is s.a., 
Clearly dv(@ 1 g)/d~(@) - B,,,(dv(@ $ g)/dv(@)) belongs to the L’-closure of 
.5,(B)l. Since !&(IF) separates vectors of $j,(B)l, the equation 
implies 
dv(@ +g) p’ dv(@ --t g) 
W’P) 
‘P.8 
I i dz+D) ’ 
for all g E .‘i”(B). 
This means that v  is I7-local. Ql2.D. 
Remark. If  Y is (III, B)-local and (X7, B)-ergodic, for arbitrary, rcguiar sets 
B then Y has the global Murkov property in the sense of Nelson [40]. 
DEFINITION. In the following, !X always denotes the class of all compact, 
regular sets in Rd. An .Y-quasi-invariant PBC measure v  is calIed (I7, ‘X)-ergodic 
i f f  v  is (n, B)-ergodic for all B E +%?. Since in this subsection compactly fl-ergodic 
607:23/z-2 
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measures play a major role wc recaI1 the definition: A PBC measure v  is called 
compactly I7-ergodic i f f  for arbitrary sets B and C in 1X 
Y&(B) n 9Jl,(C) = m”(C\\Bj,t). (2.11) 
Clearly, if Y is compactly II-ergodic it is (II, %)-ergodic: set B L- C in (2.11). 
Also, if v  is compactly II-crgodic then (2.1 I) is valid for all B in ‘JI and arbitrary, 
regular sets C, by the definition of the algebras ‘JtlrV(C) and the Martingale 
theorem [ 131. We supplement Proposition 2.4 hy proving: 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose Y is a (II, $J)-ergodic PBC measure and fur all 
B E 93 the Hilbert space &(B) separates th e vectors of 5j,(BC).L (- $i, 8 $,(BC)). 
Then Y is compactly II-ergodic. 
Proof. Suppose FE $X,(B) n 9Ji,(C). Without loss of generality we may 
assume that C 3 B. By assumption F(@ + g) = F(D), v-almost everywhere, 
for all g E Y(B). F rom the proof of Theorem 2.8 we know that this implies 
&W)P + 8) = b%.dF))P)~ v-almost everywhere, 
for all g E Y(B); hence E,,,(F) E !&(I?) n 9&(B). Since Y is (ZI, !tI)-ergodic, 
this implies that E,.,(F) E YJl,(ZB). Therefore 
and we have used Theorem 2.8(2) in the second and third equations, 
Thus E&F - l&c(F)) = 0. Obviously F - Ev,B@‘) E !&(BC)‘m. Since we 
have assumed that &,(B) separates points of fjv(BC)L, it now follows that F - 
E,,,c(F) = 0. Thus F =- Ev,,c(F) E 912,(BC) n !Ul,(C) =‘9Jl,(C\Bi,t). This proves 
the proposition. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (I) The hypotheses of Proposition 2.9 are valid, e.g., for the 
Gaussian measure on .ip’ with mean 0 and covariance (-d -b &)l, where d is 
the Laplacian on Ls(Rd); see Section 3. 
(2) Whereas “V is (II, B)-local for all bounded, regular sets 3” is equiv- 
alent to “Y is I7-local” (use (2.1)), neither “V is compactly Ii-ergodic (or (fl, %)- 
ergodic)” implies “Y is II-ergodic,” nor does the converse hold. Also, it is in 
general nof true that a I7-ergodic, compactly ZI-ergodic PBC measure is (II, B)- 
ergodic, for arbitrary regular sets B. (Countcrexamples can be given.) 
As a consequence the local Markov property of Theorem 2.8(2) does in 
general nor imply the global Markov property (e.g., the one for half-spaces) 
not even if v  is II=ergodic. 
DEFINITION. Let I! and p bc two I’HC measures on 9’. Then v  is said to be 
I~cuZly absolutely c~nttnuous with respect to 1~ if f  fur an arbitrary compact, regular 
set B C R” thcrc exists a nonnegaf& ZU,B- mcasurablc function FR EL’(.y’, &) 
such that dv, .FB [ipLI _ The measures v  and p arc said to he Iocaily cquiialent 
i f f  11 is locally absolutely continuous with resprct to ,i and ~OI~ZW.W~V. 
I’mof. Hy hypothesis fin B FB & , for some nonnegative, L’,,,,,-~ntlasurahle 
function FIj EL’(.Y”, c/p), for ail compact, regular sets B C R”. IVe must show 
that FB is positive, ~R-aln~ost everywhere. Then vR and pB are equivalent and the 
lemma is proven. 
Let B and C be arbitrary regular sets. We claim that the measures v,, and pLR 
are .‘/‘(C)-quasi-invariant. It suffices to show this for I) H , say. Let P bc in !UI,,(H). 
From Lemma 2.4(I) we know that ei”‘“‘Fe-“e-‘“‘!‘) E W,(B), for al1 g t: .‘/(C). 
Therefore the o-algebra XV,, is .Y’(C)-invariant and v,(d -1’ y) is wctl defined fol 
all a f  17. ub,f, , g E Y(C), Hence for FE !M,.(n) and all R FI 9(C), 
But 
Thcroforc 
for all F E ‘W,(B), R E ,V(C), whence .‘/‘((..~)-quash-invariance of I’~ and 
(2.12) 
and this function is positive v,-almost everywhere, since .‘/‘(C) is a group. 
Therefore 
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exists for all R E 9(C). Suppose FB(fl) = 0 for some fl E ZU,R , am > 0, 
Since &(@ + g)/&,(Q) is positive, pB-almost everywhere, for all g E 9’(C), it 
follows that 
for al1 g E Y(C). 
F,4iA(d + g) = 0, (2.13) 
Let r = UgeFtC. d + g. Then r is 9’(C)-invariant, whence xr E 91,(C)‘. 
Since fl +g E .EU,B, for all g E Y(C), r E ZU+, and thus xr E 2X,(B). We now 
pick C such that B C Cint . Then 
xr E VI,(C)’ n VJl,(B) = [ti,(C)’ n WI,(C)) n 9.132,(B) 
= Y&(X) n ‘m,(B) = {AI I h E c>, 
since C is supposed to be a compact, regular set and p is (fl, %)-ergodic and 
KnB= a.ThusX== I on supp pLR , i.e., F = supp pFLs , Because of (2.13), 
FB(@) = 0, for all @ E r = supp pus . Thus 
But if v  were a PBC measure sY, dvB(@) = I.Y, A(@) = 1. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Local equivalence of PBC measures divides the class of all n-local, 
(fi, %)-ergodic PBC m easures into disjoint equivalence classes. Because of 
Lemma 2. IO it is no loss of generahty to assume in the following local equivalence 
rather than merely local absolute continuity between I;l-local, (n, fl)-ergodic 
PBC measures. >loreover if v  is compactly I;T-ergodic and Y and ,A are locally 
equivalent then p is compactly fl-ergodic. 
LEMMA 2.1 I. Let v  and p be locally equivalent, compactly IT-ergodic PBC 
measures, B a compact, regular set and assume that 
d/4@ +g) d4@ + 9) -- = 
M@) dv(@) ’ 
for all g f  Y(B). 
Let C be an arbitrary compact, regular set containing B. Then there exists a positive 
.z U.,,,int-measurable function F, such that dvyc = F, dpC . 
Proof. Since Y and p are locally equivalent, there exists a positive .ZGec- 
measurable function F, EL’(Y’, &) such that dv, = F, dp, , provided 
C G +X. By hypothesis 
for all g E Y’(B), and we have used Theorem 2.8(l). By Theorem 2.8(l), 
dp,(@ + g)/&p) . . p .-‘t’ 15 OSI WC on supp pc , for all g E Y(B), whence we conclude 
that E’,(@ + g) -.: F,(G) on supp pc, all g E .‘YfB). Therefore Fc is affiliated 
with VI,(B)’ n 911,(C”\Bint), by (2.1 I); i.e., Fc is S,.c,,n,,,t-measurable. 0.E.U. 
2.3 Multiplicatively Locally &halent PBC Afeaswes 
IhE.INITION. Let v  and p be arbitrary PBC measures on .Y’, (it is not assumed 
that they are .Y-quasi-invariant). Then I, and p arc said to be r&tiplicadive~~ 
1ocaZly e+~alent i f f  for all B E !X there exist positive functions FR and {,i’R on .‘/” 
such that FB * #aA is [h-integrable, FB is ZU,,-measurable and $do is ZU,*R- 
measurable, and dv :---- $~HFA dp; if R, and B, arc in W and B, n B, C PB, u ZB, 
there exists a z’ .,ao,“bs,-measurable function $dHEuan, such that 2 
If  v  satisfies this definition we say that v  is indexed by (p, (F,JBe&, This definition 
is inspired by K&on’s notion of muZtij9icutke f~&onals [42, 451. We are now 
prepared to prove the second interesting result. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let Y be an arbitrary I’BC measure on .‘I’ and let p he u 
n-local, compactly II-cF~o&PBC measure on 9’. Then thefollowing are equivalent: 
(I) Y and p are multiplicatively 1ocaZly equivalent. 
(2) v  and p are locully equivalent II-local, compactly II-ergodic PBC 
meaSuTeS on Y’, 
Proof. We first prove (1) > (2): For the proof it suffices to assume that for all 
B E 6% and all CC Binl there exists a ZM,B,Yinl-measurable function GB,c.. 
such that 9&B = y&l;, * GBiCint , 11, t. ’ which IS obviously weaker than (2.14). 
We first show that Y is Y-quasi-invariant and II-local. By (2.1) it suffices to 
show that for an arbitrary set I3 E ‘%, &(@ + g)ldv(@) exists and is a positive 
EV,B-measurabie function, for all g E Y(B). 
Since 93,. is generated by uRcW YN,,(S,), where SR = (6 f  5P / j ( ! 2; R), 
is suffices to show that for all g E .M(B) and all HE URrLR. ~W,(S,) there exists 
a positive, v-integrable function #,(@) independent of H such that 
and 4,,(Q) is S,,,,-measurable. 
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Now, if HE tJR@ 9JInr,(SR), there exists an &? < 00 such that HE 9J1,(SR) and 
S’R 3 3. By hypothesis, 
F,sR(@) -- FB(@) Gs.,,,,,(@) is positive and p,R-integrable; (2.15) 
G qpint is .Z UrSRiBinL -measurable and must be positive. 
Thus, for all g E <Y’(B), dvsR(@ + g)/dv$,(@) exists and is equal to 
since g E Y(B) and p is (II, B)-local and because of (2.15); see Theorem 2.8( 1). 
We denote the r.h.s. of this equation by &,(@). SinceFB = FsUpp9 * GB, tsUpr,rr)l,t , 
by hypothesis, (lr,(@) is indejendersl of B 3 supp g, for each fixed g. By hypothesis, 
dp(d, + g)/&(a) andFB are .EU,B-measurable. Hence &(a) is a positive, p-almost 
everywhere finite Z@,,-measurable, vsR -integrable function. Therefore 
since H * 4, is -“,,s, -measurable. Since R was arbitrary, we conclude that 
d~(@ $- g)jdv(@) = I&(@) exists for all g E Y(B) and is Z@,,-measurable. This 
proves that v  is an 9’-quasi-invariant, n-local PBC-measure. Since p is compactly 
II-ergodic and Y and p are locally equivalent, Y-quasi-invariant, IT-local 
PBC measures, v  is compactly II-ergodic, This completes the proof of (1) 2 (2). 
We now prove (2) :+ (1). By (2) th ere exists for all compact, regular sets C a 
positive, XU;,,o- measurable, p-integrable function .&. such that 
d!+(@) = a@) 4-&v 
Let B, and B, be compact, regular sets with B, n R, C 3B,; we let C be B, , B, 
or B, u B, . SinceFRI andF08 are positive functions on 9” there exists a positive, 
2 U,BIVRS-measurable function G such that 
- 
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Since v  and p arc II-local and because of Theorem 2.8(l), we have for allg E Y’(B,) 
E‘rom these equations we conclude that G(@ i-g) ~ c(Q), for all g E .Y’(B,). 
Thus G is affiliated with BI,(B,)’ n YJI,h(B, u RB) and therefore it is L”,:IL,R,VbBI- 
measurable. 
Interchanging B, and B, we conclude that G is also ~~~Rl,~~,-measurable, 
and hence since W,,(B, u ijB,) n ~M,,(B, u iB,) = 911,(8B, u t?B,), ZU,ae,uc~n,- 
mcasurablc. I f  we setfl’, :.; Fe , where C is R, , B, or B, u B, , and #de,vi;8 : ;, 
the proof of (2) =- (1) is complete. 6.& . . 
COROLLARY 2.13. Let p and 11 DC locally equivalent, Jl-local, compactly 
fl-ergodicPR(I measwes oz Y’ and let {F R BE91 he afamily ofpositive, &-measurable > 
functions ou .Y’ such that F,, is ZU,u.B- measurable, for all B E ‘31. Then the folhwin;r 
are equivalent: 
Proof. (1) 2 (3). Since #an is ZU,.an- measurable, #;mH(@ f  g) -. I&~(@) for all 
g E cY(U). Since p and v  are locally equivalent, FB . & is positive. These twr~ 
facts imply (2). 
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measurable function. Therefore d& is Y-quasi-invariant (see proof of Lemma 
2.10). Clearly 
By Lemma 2.11, dam = #aB * dcB , for so me positive ZU,as-measurable function 
*a . 
(2) a (3) Th’ 1s o f 11 ows from the hypotheses and Theorem 2.8(l). 
(3) 3 (2) This follows from the IT-locality of Y by Theorem 2.8(l) and 
arguments similar to the ones used in the proof of Theorem 2,12(l) (*(2)). 
(1) o (4) follows from the general 
Reszslt. Let fc and v be PBC measures on 9’. Suppose p has the 1ocaI Markov 
property 
E P.B . &.BC = -%,B%,B = &,.a~, for allBE%. (2.16) 
Let (FBjBrs be a family of positive, Z@,-measurable functions on Y’ such that FB 
is ZUm8- measurable, for all B E %. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) dv, = t,&lrs dpa for some .ZW,a,-measurable function I,& and all 
BE%. 
(b) The DLR equations for v with respect to (FL, {F&& hold. 
The proof of this result is a perfectly straightforward generalization of 
Theorem VII.2 of Ref. 1311. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The fact that (a) implies (b) allows us to prescribe arbitrary boundary 
conditions at aB by means of a positive, FB dpB-integrable function I,& without 
changing the equitibrium (DLR) equations (or the Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
&(@ +g)/dv,(@), provided they exist) with respect to some regular set in B. 
(For important applications of this fact, see [17, 31, 32, 441 and Part I.) 
2.4 o-Algebra and Boundary Conditions at CO 
Next we study boundary conditions at co. Let Y be a PBC measure on 9’. 
DEFINITION. 
&, = (-J &l,BC (u-algebra at a). 
Bell 
im”*, = qy’, z;,,) 
= (all bounded, Zv,,-measurable functions on .V’>. 
z,:,,. = Z$Y, Ev,.m , dv) 
- closure of W,., in the L1-norm. 
(2.17) 
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THEOREM 2.14. (1) Let Y be a PI-IC measure on Y’ satisfying the local Markov 
property (2.16). Let G he a posit& function in Ll(,Y’, dv) and set dv’ = Gdv. 
The following are equivalent: 
(a) E,,aB(-) : EL,,,?n(-), fw aZ1 B E ‘3. 
(b) If  v  satisfies DLR equations for all B E ‘93, then V’ satisfies the same 
DLR equations fey all B t $3. 
(c) G i.i- ~v,K,-measurab~e. 
(2) Let v  be a PRC’ measuve on .M’ and G a positive function in L: 4, . Set 
dv’ z= G a dv. Then 
If v  is .Y-quasi-inwauiant then so is V’ and 
dv’(@ + g) d4@ + 9) 
dv’(@) ~ Tqq-- ’ 
for all g E 9, 
and hence Y’ is n-local if Y is so. 
If v  is compactlv II-ergodic ((Kl, ix)-ergodic) then so is v’. 
I f  v  is 1ocalEy absolutely contimaus with respect to some PEC measure p thelz 
so is v’. 
(3) Let v  be a 17-local, compactly II-ergodic PBC measure. Then the 
hypotheses of (1) are valid and mo~eozw, 
I{, = BI,’ = W”,, . (2.18) 
Let G be a pus&e, v-integrable function, dv’ : Gdv. The following are equivalent: 
(a’) G is ,P,,,-measurable. 
(b’) dv’(@ -(- g)/dv’(@) z-7 dv(@ + g)jdv(@), for all g E Y. 
(~‘1 (11, (a) ami (b). 
Proof of (I). (a) ~3 (6) is trivial; (c) :> (a) follows from the Result stated in 
the proof of Corollary 2.13 and the local Markov property. We now prove 
(a) L-> (c). By Corollary 2.13, dv,’ = $Q~ dvB , for some nonnegative, -‘,,aB- 
measurable function Q!Q~ . Also dv,’ = E”,,(G) dvB , ix., 
for all ZI t 91. This proves (a) - ( ) 3 c an completes the proof of (1). d 
Proof of (2). Using the Weyl relations (2.3’) it is easy to show that every 
ZV,,cmeasurablc function commutcs with {e’“‘“) ) g t Y(B)). Hence G commutes 
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with (eilT(g) 1 g E USC8 Y(B)) and by (2.1) with {cd*(g) 1 g t 5”). Therefore 
G(@ + g) = G(Q), v-almost everywhere, for all g E Y. If  Y is locally absolutely 
continuous with respect to p there exist positive, ,u-integrable functions 
{Fs 1 B E %} such that 
dv, = f-8 dpg , for all B E ‘3. 
Since E,,, is a contradiction on Ll(Y’, dv), E,,,(G) is v- and thus Y,-integrable. 
Therefore 
and (a fortiori) &JG)FB is p,-integrable, for all B E %. This completes the proof 
of (2). 
Proof of (3). The first part of (3) f  11 o ows from Theorem 2.8, Lemma 2.1 I, 
and the definition of +Wp,, . Hence (a’) 0 (c’) holds. But (a’) 3 (b’) follows from 
the proof of (2). (b’) =- (a’) folIows from Lemma 2.11. This completes the proof 
of (3). Q.E.D. 
2.5 General Transformation Groups of (Y’, C); Generalized Processes 
The last topic of Section 2 is devoted to the analysis of PBC measures which 
are quasi-innoariant under a general transformation group @I of Y’ and of the 
n-algebra Z generated by the Bore1 cylinder sets of .Y’; (0 may now be different 
from the additive group of 5@). We also prove a Theorem on v  being the path 
space measure of a Markov process (Theorem 2. IX), we introduce the concept of 
gPner&zedprocesses indexed by PBC measures (which is important for quantum 
field theory [17,46,47,4X]) d p an we rove stability theorems for the decomposition 
of Y into 6-ergodic components (for & being the “time’‘-transIation group). 
As in Section 2.1 for Y we may define a unitary representation {T, 1 g f  O?} of 
Cr> on 5, = L2(9”, dv) by 
where @# is the transform of @. ( ?“O , defined as in (2. I9), is obviously unitary 
on 64 
We let 5?I,G be the von Neumann algebra generated by the operators 
{T,F 1 g E 8, F E !lJI”} on $j,, . The center of 91,G is denoted by 3y6. Since !I&, is 
maximal abelian on &, and W, C qIv6, BIv6 is a type I, algebra and7 
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Of particular inter-cst to physics is the cast where 
(2.21) 
for the reason that this occurs when (6 is the space (-time) translation (or the full 
Euclidean) group (or 6 .-- {eirrQ*) ] g E .V), provided v  is I7-local and compactly 
II-ergodic, see (2.18); in this case &@’ = Wy,z). 
It is wcTl known that 05 acts ergndicalll; if and only if !B,ti is irreducible, i.e., 
J”@ .:: {Al ’ A E a=]. 
\!‘e now’show that the measure v  can always bc dccomposcd into (mutually 
singulat) Kkrgodic ctrmponcnts (a rather wdl-known result). For doing this 
and for further applications the following result familiar from the theory of 
group rcprcscntations [37] and (type T) van Neumann algebras is useful, 
ClRorosr*lw~ 2.15. Let p and 1’ be two PBC measures ori .‘/’ whirh are quari- 
invariant aruder 6. Suppose that p is GeP-fodic. Then p und Y me either mutually 
singular or p is absolutely continuous with respect to v’. I f  in addition 11 is CT,-erlodic, 
p and v  aye either mutually singular OY equivalent (p N v). I f  in addSon p and v  
are Wnaariant. they are either mutually sin&ar 01 equal. 
WC omit the proof of this theorem. (SW [37]). A sim 3 c x-oof w:as also obtained T 1 i 
by R. Schrader (private cummunication). A special case is studied and applied 
to quantum field models in [17], where noncommutative generalizations were 
aTso menrioncd.) 
rh~~~~~t 2.16 (Decomposition into Gergodic components). Let I, be a 
Gguasi-inoariawt PRC 7neasure. Let 2” (li be the smallest u-algebra surh that all 
functions in &@ are Eve -measurable and let vIF, be the restriction of v  to ES,@, 
Then there exists a family {vX6}XEY* of E-quasi-invariant, Cri-erCyodic PFK 
nmstwes such that 
Proof. ‘Phis is a standard result on the crgodic decomposition of certain 
&quasi-invariant PHC measures [TO]. ‘Pile proof of (a) is easy+ (given previous 
argutnents of this section) and (b) E o I1 ows directly from Proposition 2.15. See 
[IO, 191 for details. Q.E.D. 
IkVJPLr:. I,& (r, ~~ {&m 4 Y’I I g E .Y(B), ,q’ c Y(W)) for some regular B; 
let Y be a (17, Btr))-local, (II, BtcQrgodic PRC mcasurc. ?‘hcn ;JVfi =- !U&(i!B), 
and the family {~,,ts’) is the natural generalization of the family of path space 
measures {pDsjsERii on EVE,,, An of .a Markov process on R” (x, x denote the 
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“initial value” of the (family of) trajectories on which P, , r;Q , respectively, are 
concentrated; see also Theorem 2.18 below!) 
For applications of the abstract theory of this section to the theory of Markov 
processes on Y’(Rd-l), to quantum mechanics and Bose quantum field theory the 
group of time translations is of particular interest. 
Let f f  Y; we set ft([) = ft(x, s) = f(x, s - t) where [ = (x, s> denotes 
points of R”, s is calIed the “time,” For 6, E Y’ we define Qt by (Qt , f> K (@,f$. 
The transformation group generated by the mapping @ + Qt is denoted by &+ 
and is called “time’‘-translation group. The unitary group {Tt 1 t E A?} on 5, , 
where v  is an Z-quasi-invariant PBC measure, is also denoted by 2 (without 
danger of confusion). We set ‘9X,,* = !IJ$(((x, t} 1 1 2 0)). 
LEMMA 2.17. Let Y be an A?-inoariant PBC measure. Then syx c !I&, n 
!WIul,,+ n !II$._ , In particuZar every fmction G E 3”& is a boundary condition at 00 
so that Theorem 2.14 applies for dv and dv’ = G * dv. 
Proof. Since Y is a PBC measure and by definition of 93, , 9J&(B), B E %, 
28, is generated by UB.% ‘3&(B). Thus, given an arbitrary GE 3.“, there 
exists a sequence {Fn}zGO , F, E !&(S,), where S, = (E 1 1 .$ 1 < n} (e.g., set 
F, = EV,,n(G), and use the Martingale theorem) such that 11 F, lIrn < I[ G Ilrn and 
F, +1 G, as rr -+ 03 (meaning thatF, + G strongly in 5i, = L3(Y’, dv)). Thus, 
given E > 0, there exists A(E) < co such that 
II T,F,, - G IIBr = II T,F,, - TtG lI4i, = II T,V’n - GIls, = IIF, - G llgt, < l 1 
for all t E 3’ and all 12 > n(~). We have used in the first equation the X-invariance 
of Y and the fact that G E 3yH and in the third equation the unitarity of T, 
Choosing (t = t, = n} we conclude that 
since (Tt 1 t E A?} are contractions on I;m(Y’, 2”) and T,I7, -Q G, as R - CO. 
Hence G E %I,,+ In the same way T2,,Fn -+$ G, hence GE !I&, and 
T_,F, -+$ G, hence G E ‘i&,- . Q.E.D. 
The lemma is the key for the proof of stability of the Markov property of a 
PBC measure (for half-planes) under decomposition of v  into .#-ergodic 
components and for the decomposition of a quantum field theory satisfying 
NeIsonSymanzik positivity into pure (physical) phases, 
We now define the “tirw”-uejlectiorz operation 9: For f  E Y we set fO([) = 
fis@, 0 = f(x, -t). I f  v  is &quasi-invariant then Tti :.. 0 is a well-defined, 
unitary operator on $j, . In the following there is no loss of generality in assuming 
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that v  is a-invariant rather than just Squasiinvariant, 1191. We will assume it 
henceforth. We set 
p, x7 {(x, f) 1 f  $2 q, 
a1 “, , --- q,(P,) 
(which is generated by [t+‘“‘F y  E Y(PL), F E %R,,+j). WC let J,,+ lx the center 
of ‘?I”, I , E,,* the s.a. irojection onto the subspace ,I,,(C,) of $J,, , and B,,,, the 8.3. 
projection onto the suhspace $“+,, jF ~ F t &.+ 1 m, 
THEOHBM 2. IX. Let v  he an X-invariant, B-invariant PBC measure. Suppose 
that ;<,.r is elementwise &iwuariant. (This is a modification of Nelson’s “resection- 
principle” [40].) Then 
J,.c = s,.- -1 w,, I 
and the 34arkov property for half-planes [4O] 
(2.22) 
4&,.- -= E,*-E$,, = E”., (2.23) 
hmlds. 
Let G he an arbitrary projection in JVx. Then G E !lX,,, n ‘WV,, . Se:et dvvr; : 
G . dv. Equations (2.22) and (2.23) hold fvr the measure d]), replacing dv and 
e-ji’ff,; F +c;,<17’,E,(; ” ::: GE,,,,T&,G (2.24) 
defines an s.a. contraction semigroup on $T~,,~ : G& _ It is the transition function 
of a conservative Markov proress on the spectrum of WV,n with path space measure 
dq, 
Proof. Bp[,, ,B : 5X,,- , as is easy to see from the definition of ‘S,,.,. , ‘3Jl,..+. , 
and the Weyl operators ein’“’ (see (2.3); notice that B :: 19* = 0-l). Thus 
e&. j 0 -.: ,j,,- and therefore hy hypothesis, 3 “,,. 1 :j,,- By the arguments 
given in the proof of Theorem 2.8, E”.,(F) E ;3,,= (:.-.: ,j,,r .. W,,,,) for all 
FE W,..+ , whence the Markov property (2.23). 
We now show the stability of (2.22) and (2.23). By Lemma 2.17, G E 3,” is 
in 9X”,, n 91Jo,~ n YJI,,, . By (2.23), &(G) :: G :: E’,,-(G) = &JR,,+(G)) = 
B,.,(G). Thus G E SW,,, n ‘WV,, n WV, L n WV,- , whence BG = G. Therefore 
(2.22) and (2.23) hold for dv,; . 
Equation (2.24) follows now from Nelson’s reconstruction theorem [40]. 
Actually (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24) hold, whenever J&,- = J,,-; pointwise 
invariance of 3”,+ under B is only needed for the proof that e-lt’Hc is self-adjoint 
on G5,.,) (all G E 3”“). The rest follows from 1.523, or from Theorem 3. I of 
Part I (see also [17]). QED. 
Remarks. (I) From the proof of Theorem 2. I8 it follows that an .CP-quasi- 
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invariant PBC measure is a path space measure of a Markov process on the 
spectrum of ijy, , if only Jy,+ = 3,,- = Y.U,,, . 
(2) Let sV,+ 1 Jj,,I T+ !lN,,, and let EV,., be the u-aIgebra generated by 
YJ&., . From Theorem 2. I6 we know that there exists a probability mcasurc p on 
XV,” and a family of PBC measures (v,: such that 
The o-algebra .ZV,” is isomorphic to the one of Bore1 sets on the spectrum of 
m,,; ‘; can therefore be interpreted as the path space measure of tht: M&zoo 
process on spec illl,,, with transition function EV,OT,E,,, concentrated on the 
trajectories with initial value x. 
(3) Under the conditions of Theorem 2.18 one can show that 
c L .‘Y’ dv(@)(OF)(@)F(q 2 0, (2.25) 
for all FE YJi,., . This remarkable positivity property is called @/y&z& or 
Osterwalder-Schrader, positivity; see [17, 46, 471. It enables one to define an 
inner product (* ] *& on !U?,,,+ by 
The completion of %R,,+ with respect to (. 1 .>, is the “physical Hilbert space” 
denoted by & [17, 46]. I f  Y is an arbitrary S(quasi)-invariant, Z-invariant 
PBC measure on ,cP’ satisfying physical positivity (2.25), {Tt 1 t 2 O> restricted 
to mv.+ defines a contraction semigroup (Pt 1 t 2 0} on Sj, which is self- 
adjoint with respect to (0 1 .>,; it has an infinitesimal generator H which is 
positive and self-adjoint on tiw . For proofs (based on the important results of 
[46,47, 4X]), see [17]. 
We say that an S-invariant, 6 (-quasi)-invariant PBC measure Y determines a 
‘generalized process” (with transition function {P,]) if it satisfies the physical 
positivity condition (2.25); Y is also called ageneralized path space measure. 
For applications in quantum mechanics and quantum field theory, physical 
positivity (2.25) is more fundamental and convenient than the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2.18 that sr,+ be pointwise &invariant. It is therefore important to 
study the stability of physical positivity (and the joint stability of physical 
positivity, Y-quasi-invariance, etc.) under decomposing an Y-invariant, 
physically positive measure v  into its Z-ergodic components. 
THEOREM 2.19. Let I’ be an .P-invariant, 8 (-quasi)-invariant, PBC measure 
on 9” satisfying physicaE positivit?) (2.25). Let G be un arbitrary poritiwe, ZV@‘- 
measurable. Gntegrable function (see Theorem 7.16; G is “a@liated with I$$ “). 
Then G . dv is an X-invariant, I%(quasi-) invarialat PHC: measure zchich satisfies 
physic-al positivity. All properties of d&j whirh are independent of boundary cwulitions 
ut infinity (see Theorem 2.14) remain fruefn~ C dz,. 
‘This implies the last part of the theorem. Also, since G is Z,Ix-measurable and 
A is .X-invariant, G dv is X-inaa~iunt. Wc arc Icft with verifying physical 
positivity of G . Izv. 
We first show that&x 1s elementwise s-invariant. To prove this it sufices to 
show: 
cl* := epl --- 0 .- 1 for cvcry projection Q E ij,,“r. (2.27) 
By (2.26) Q E 9X,, , n 911,,mm . hence Q0 E Wr,.+ n !UJL,,- , hence Q and Q, are 
in I,+. _ For F in L1(.CY, dv) let (F), J,+F(@) dz$#). IVc conclude therefore, 
using physical positivity of dv: 
using the real-valuedness of Q, Q# , and the Schwartz inequality with respect to 
L2(Y’, dv) and SW . 
Thus 
i&Q;; -- (pI;?),<Q2>, , (2.28} 
whence our claim (2.27). To complete the proof notice that G1j2 is ZVx- 
measurable, since 0 -;.[ G is, i.c., G1!2 is affiliated with ~3”~. Thus (G”“);, 
BG1 W :: G’,“, and Gr’“, (GIJ”),Y arc A’,,++-measurable. (2.E.D. 
Remarks. We want to add here some basic comments on the significance of 
Theorems 2. I6 and 2.19 for quantum field theory: 
(1) Iet 0 be a (time-translation-, but not necessarily Pnincarb invariant) 
vacuum state (Section I, (2) (3)) on the field algebra Y’ (Section 1, (I)). Let x,, 
be the Hilbcrt-space and q the quantum field obtained from (w, 9”) by 
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Wightman’s reconstruction theorem [5, 351; suppose 9 is self-adjoint. According 
to theorems of Borchers and Araki (see [7] f  or references to the original papers) 
there exists a measure space (X, , ZJ and a probability measure p on the 
a-aIgebra Em such that 
and for p-aImost ail x E X,: 
wx is a pure (time-translation invariant) vacuum state; 
.%& is the Hilbert space and q’x the quantum field obtained from (w, , Y)by 
Wightman’s reconstruction theorem; the (time-translation invariant) vacuum 
in XU, is unique and the quantum field vx on Xtiax is irreducible, [ 19, 351, 
It now follows from Lemma 2.17 and Theorem 2. I9 that if the Schwinger 
functions (C,)~==, obtained from the state w by analytic continuation, (see 
Section I), are Symanzik-Nelson positive (Section 1, (4)) then the Schwinger 
functions {G,x):=~ obtained from wx are Symanzik-Nelson positive. I f  (6,) are 
the moments of a (time-translation invariant) probabiIity measure v  on (.V’, 2) 
then u is Osterwalder-Schrader positive (see (2.25)) and (G:nx}~GO are the moments 
of a component V, of v  which is ergodic under the time-translation group JF and is 
Ostevwaldw-Schrader posiliue. Moreover, there exists an isomorphism 
J: Z”,” -Z, such that 
47 = PWh for all FE ZUx. 
We therefore conclude that for a (time-translation, but not necessarily Poincar& 
invariant) vacuum state w on -9, whose Schwinger functions are the moments of a 
probability measure v  on Y’, the algebraic (Borchers-Araki) decomposition of 
the quantum field theory determined by (w, 9”) into pure phases is equiwaht 
to the decomposition of the measure u into &@-ergodic, Osterwalder-Schrader 
positive components V~ , such as those obtained from Theorems 2.16 and 2.19, 
and then reconstruction of the vacuum state W* on Y from Y* . 
It follows easily from this equivalence and Proposition 2.15, Theorem 2.16 
that for fixed x E Xm the representations of Y determined by wx’ and wx are 
unitarily inequivalent unless x’ is in some set iV, of p-measure 0. 
More details about these results and about their proofs (in particular some 
arguments required from the theory of analytic functions and from distribution 
theory) are given in [19], 
The following results are direct consequences of Theorem 2.19, Remark I, 
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the reconstruction theorems of [17, 46, 47,481, and results of [7, 571; for details 
see [19]. 
(2) If  the measure dv is B-(quasi-)invariant, physically positive, and 
Euclidean inaariunl, and if &her the bounds (5) on the moments of dv stated in 
the Introduction arc satisfied or the Fourier transform of dv satisfies Axiom C 
(exponential J- and W-bound) of Ref. [17] then if G is S,,x-mwsurabZe, I= is 
2% and (space-time) translation invariant. 
(3) If  in addition to the hypothesis of Remark 1, Strcater’s bounds [57] 
(see [19, 571 for a definition of these bounds and a verification for the Pi- 
quantum field model) are valid then if G is ZV,*-measurable, G is 9- and 
EucZidean-invariant. Under these conditions decomposing the measure dv into 
its R-crgodic components is egz/iwalenl to decomposing the relativistic quantum 
field theory determined by hi according to [ 17, 46, .47] into PUY~, I%incare’- 
invariant, physical phases. For precise statements and proofs of these facts, as 
well as for simple criteria for the existence of more than one pure phase see [I 91; 
also Section 4. 
Our last issue in this section is to prove stability of estimates under decom- 
posing a i+- and Z-invariant, physically positive PBC measure v  into its X- 
ergodic components. This is the probabilistic anaIog of Rratteli’s results [7]. 
For our anaIysis we use the following 
I,eivm. If Y is a &invariant, physically positive PBC measure ON .‘f’ then the 
won Newnann alEebru 
W”(O) .=: 9J1331,,, A WV,_ (2.29) 
is clementwise &invariant. 
The proof is done as in (2.27), (2.28) above. 
Side Remark. Let v  be some Y-invariant PBC measure on Y’. Thanks 
to the lemma the following can be shown to be equivalent, provided $3331, = 
VLEP T,mv(0)T,*: 
(I) !Ul”(O) = 9x,. + h WV,- is elementwise 9- (i.e., “time’‘-reflection) 
invariant and the Markov property 
F ‘v.0 E,,, . A’,,- 1 &:,,- a I:’ “.I- 
(whcrc EV:,, is here the self-adjoint projection onto BV,” -= [F P E !&(O)t-, 
closure in the L2(Y, dv)-norm) holds. 
(2) Y is a &invariant, physically positive PBU measure and )jy,O := $jW 
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(where .FJ~ is the physical Hilbert space defined in Remark 3, after Theorem 2.18; 
this is epuivalelal to S&(O) being maximaE abelian on !$). 
Using (2.29) and the regularity assumption i%Q, = VtcR T,!D&(O)T,* this 
result can be proven in a way similar to that in which Theorem 2.7 of Ref. [I71 
and Theorem 3.1 of Part I are proven. See also [51, 521. 
DEFINITION. Let Y be a &invariant and physically positive PBC measure. 
Let 6 V be a measurable function on Y’ and 8 V = SV, $ iSV, its decomposition 
into real (8 VI) and imaginary (SV,) part. 
We say that S V is u@iated with !.D&(O) if and only if SV, and 6 V, are self- 
adjoint on F(Y’, dv) and eisiBV1, e’S~sVz are in 9&(O), for all real S, and ss . It is 
easy to see that if S V is affiliated with 9X,(O) then ST/ is G-rvariant. 
Now let Y be an SF- and a-invariant, physically positive PBC measure on Y’ 
and let 
(2.30) 
be its decomposition into S-ergodic components {v,> which exists by Theorem 
2.16. Here p is a probability measure on the a-algebra at 03 ZVS c &,.- ,* v,(d) is a 
&N-measurable, bounded function, for all A E &, vX is an X- and a-invariant 
PBC measure which is physically positive, for p-almost all x, by Theorem 2.19. 
Let &a~ be the physical Hilbert space (see Remark 3 after Theorem 2.18) 
associated with vX and (Tt 1 t E Z’} the “time’‘-translation group on L’(Y’, dv,). 
Let 6 V be affiliated with W,(O). We set 
(where the r.h.s. of (2.31) makes sense as a strong integral onL03(Y’), if 6P’ is in 
L2(Y’, dv). See also [17]). 
THEOREM 2.20. Let SV be a seZf-adjoint fumtion on Y’ a$liated with ~9J$(O) 
(such that Definition (2.3 1) makes sense, v-almost everywhere on 9’). Assume there 
are finite constants c and K such that 
s ~, dv(@) exp(--8VwP)) G &et. 
Then for p-almost all x 
I ~, dv,(@) ~xp(--~V~4@)) B ect (2.33) 
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and moreover. 
Proof. We have shown in [17, Section 2; in particular Theorem 2.4 and 
Corollary 2.51 that under the assumptions of Theorem 2.20 
0 5: f  dv(@) O[exp(--SP . ,y’ [d@)) TJW)[ev(--6 J,‘[d@N ~‘dW9 




.< e ct 
Y’ 
dv(@) @G(Q) G(Q). 
for all real L 2 0 and all G in !W,,+ (and we have used (2.29)). By Lemma 2.17 
each $I in &x is in !IR,,+ and moreover, (0$)(o) = 4(Q), (T,+)(Q) T= $(@), for 
a11 real t. Therefore 
Choosing for 4 projections in 3V,r WC see that this proves (2.33). Equation (2.34) 
follows from (2.33) and the self-adjointness of 8I’, by [17, Corollary 2.51. 
QED. 
Let d,r F [T(((2n - 2)/N) - l), T((2njN) ~ I)], let ~~~ he some point in 
a,,=, n == l,..., N; N an arbitrary, positive intcgcr. 
COROLLARY 2.21, Assume that for almost all t E R, 8V is real and afiliated 
wifh W,(O) and 
i 9’ 
dv(@) exp(--8P’-,,,I) <; eC(“‘, 
fw all Teal r and some finite constant c(t). Assume moreover, that for some choice of 





exists v-almost ecerywhere on Y’. Then exp[- lJ,,(@)] is v-integrable, 
(2.35’) 
for p-almost all x. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.20, (2.34), and (2.34’) it follows at once that 
The length 1 d,r 1 of dlrr is 2T/lV. By Theorem 2.20 and (2.34) the estimate 
(2.36) is stable under decomposition of Y into its X-ergodic components. By 
straightforward reasoning (2.35’) is shown to hold v,-almost everywhere on Y’, 
for p-almost aZ1 x. By (2.35) we may therefore apply twice Fatou’s lemma 
(N+ co, T-+ 03) and conclude that exp[-U,,(@)] is Y- and v,-integrable, for 
p-almost all x. The bounds on the integrals follow then from (2.35). Q.E.D. 
For more details concerning Theorem 2.20 and Corollary 2.21 the reader is 
referred to [ 171. In the second reference of [17] a g eneral perturbation theory for 
the transition functions of Markov and generalized processes is developed 
yielding new, general self-adjointness theorems. Domains of essential self- 
adjointness for H + 6V, H, + 8V are constructed, where H and H, are the 
infinitesimal generators of the transition functions 
respectively. We also discuss quadratic form domains for H + SV, H, + 6V 
and give conditions under which SV < H + c implies SY < H, + c, for 
p-almost all x. (These conditions are met in the applications of Section 4!) 
In the next section we briefly discuss Gaussian measures on Y” and show how 
they fit into the general framework developed here. In Section 4 we discuss the 
Pi interacting measures using the methods of this and the next section. Our 
results there represent a first step in the direction of a general existence theory 
for solutions of the Dobrushin-Lanford-Ruelle equations [ll, 311 or the 
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“Radon-Nikodym” equations dv(@ -1 g)/dv(@) :- {J!,(Q), for some given 
,Zmeasurable functions I,!J, on .Y” and all g tz .‘Y’. 
3. GAUSSIAN XTmsrr~~s ON ..Y’ 
This section summarizes some facts, most of them well known, about Gaussian 
measures on .Y’ which we use in our analysis in Section 4. (The only slightly 
nontrivial result is Theorem 3.2.) The results of this section prove 
THEORJW 3.0. Givea the hypotheses of any of the theorems in Section 2, there 
always exist (a comex superposition of) G aussiaa PBC 7pIeasuyes on Y’ satisfying 
these hypotheses. (Example: There are surh measures which have a nontrivial 
o-a<rebra at injnity, etc.) 
3.1 General Gaussian PBC Measures on .V” 
Let C be a positive, self-adjoint operator on L2(W) with densely defined 
inverse C-r and 
It is well known that Jc is the Fourier transform of a Gaussian PBC measure dv, 
on .Y’ with mean 0 and covariance C. (This is a special case of a theorem of 
Minlos [39] proven, e.g., in [36]; without loss of generality we set the mean of the 
Gaussian measure =O.) 
From (3.2) we conclude that for eachf E D(Cl:‘) 
I(t,f) is entire analytic in 5 of order 2 at m. (3.3) 
This implies that the measure clv, is Y-quasi-invariant and condition (2.1) is 
satisfied: For f  and g in Y 
=.:: i * .Y’ 
dv,(@) exp(-[@(C-‘g) + 3 ), C-‘/kg II;]) exp(i@(i)) 
by (3.2) and (3.3). Hence dv, is .Y-quasi-invariant. It is standard to show that 
dv, is II-ergodic. We have proven 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. The Gaussian measure dv, (with mean 0 and covariance C) is 
Y-quasi-invariant and II-ergodic. 
(3.4) 
3.2 II-local Gaussian PBC Measures 
By (3.4) dv, is n-local i f f  
C-If is a distribution with support in B, 
C+fEL2(W), for all fE Y(B). 
(3.5) 
Here B is some arbitrary regular set. This means that C-l is a local mapping: 
<Y(B) -+ Y’(B). 
Remark. ObviousIy the free, Euclidean $eZd determines a n-local Gaussian 
measure on 5“’ (with covariance (-d -I- m2)p1, where A is the Laplacian on 
LP(Rd), m is some nonnegative number, and m > 0 if d < 2 [41]). ThegeneraIdzed 
free field [35] determines a Gaussian measure which is not D-local, since the 
inverse C-l of its covariance C = sr dp(m”)(-A + m2)-i, where p is some 
measure on [O, to] such that the kernel of C is a tempered distribution, is not 
local. It is easy to see that for these Gaussian measures the Markov property 
([40,41]; Theorems 2.8 and 2.18) isfalse. 
Independently of whether Cl is local or not we can, however, prove 
THEOREM 3.2. If  Ye is a Gaussian measure with covariance C satisfying (3.1) 
then 
%JB) ,-J WJB,) = W#W,,,), (3.6) 
for arbitrary, regular sets B and B, . In particular yc is compactly II-ergadic 
(hence (I7, ‘$I)-ergodic). 
PYOO~. Let 
Z E ‘11,(B) n ir)l,,(B,). (3.7) 
Then, in particular, ZE 9XVc(B1). Let : : ti: :c -: :yc denote Wick (or normal) 
ordering such as defined in (2.4); (see also Part I). Then Z has an expansion in 
terms of Wick monomials in the field 0: 
which converges in L”(Y’, dv), 1 < p < 03. (This is well known; it follows 
from the boundedness of Z, from 11 Zl/, :< 11 Z IIm , 1 < p < co, by an easy 
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calculation.) By (3.1) and (3.7) the kernels W,, are tempered distributions with 
support in RCn, for all n < co, and, since 11 Z:iz < CO, 
(3.9) 
i.e., )j(C1/2)@~zW~ ij2 < No. Similar statements follow from 11 ,?:I, < o2,. 
Let Q E &, GZ La(.Y’, dv,) denote the function identically 1 on 9’. From (3.3) 
and (3.4) we know that the vector D is analytic for all Euclidean momenta II(g), 
g E .Y, and 
for arbitrary m < 00 and g, ,..,, g, in .Y. Therefore we can now use the Haldcr 
inequality to show that 
is well defined and the limit A’ + 03 on the right-hand side exists. 
By (3.7) 
for arbitrary real A, ,..., Anr and test functions g1 ,..., g,, in 9(B). Differentiating 
in A, ,..., A,,,, and setting AI 2 ..I = A,,, = 0 we conclude that the left-hand side 
of (3.10) vanishes whenever g, ,. .., g,,, in Y(B). Now if Q is a Wick ordered 
monomial of order A then [fl(g,), [I7(,gJ,..., [Ii’( Q] *.*I is a Wick ordered 
monomial of order n ~ 732. Moreover, Sk+ dvv,(@) Q(Q) y 0 if the order of Q is 
pOS&i?. 
Hence, by direct caIculation, we see that 
for arbitrary g, ,..., g,!, in .9’(B), whence supp W,, C (Bl\Birrt)xn, for all ti < GO. 
(We have used that W,, is symmetric in [, ,..., [, and tempered.) By (3.9) we 
conclude therefore that Z E $,c(131\3i,t). S ince 2 is bounded, we conclude that 
z E ‘wJ~1\hlt). Q.E.D. 
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3.3 Osterwalder-Schrader Positive Gaussian PBC Measures 
Let S@+ = { .f If E 9, suppf C R8”-l x {t 2 Oj> and set f*(x, tf F f(x, -t), 
js(x, t) -f(x, f - s). w e call the covariance C physically p&&e iff 
(P2f, , C1’2f) 2 0, (3.11) 
for allfEY+. 
C is called H-invariant iff (C’f), = Cf , in the sense of distributions, for all 
f E Y. In the same way one defines &invariance of C. 
The proposition below follows from known properties of second quantization 
[41,51]. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The measure dv, is physically (W Osterwalder-Schrader) 
positive iff the covariance C is physical& posifbe. The measure dv, is X-imariant. 
(i?-invariant) zy C is A@-invaviaat (t%invari~ml). 
It is known that if C is physically positive and Euclidean invariant then 
where d is the Laplacian on Lz(V) and d p is some measure on [0, 0x1 (up to a 
term pn * a(6 - rl), where 6 is the d-dimensional &function and p0 is positive). 
This is the Ktillen-Lehmann representation [35]. 
Similar representations can be derived under the weaker hypotheses that C 
be physicaIly positive and 2- and a-invariant. 
Let B be a a-invariant subset of @ and Iet A, be the Laplacian on L2(B, dd[) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions at 8B. Let xB be the characteristic function of 
B and set B+ = B n Rd-l >, (t g 01. We set 
c, = \” dp(wq-A, + q-1. (3.13) 
“0 
Then C, is physically positive on Y(B+). If dp is a finite measure, C, can be 
defined on 9’ x 9’ by setting 
This is well defined, physically positive on Y+ , and &invariant on 9’. (3.15) 
For the proof of these simple facts, see [17, Section 31. Under the same 
conditions 
(3.16) 
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is continuous in h on -‘/rea,(EW1), The function 
pj(/?) := @(I2 (9 S,), I? E .Y;,&P’ 1) (3.17) 
is well defined and self-adjoint on &, . It is called (time O-) quantum field. 
Let R be a time-translation invariant sz. Then vCTg is an X’-invariant measure; 
we let KJ~- be the physical Hilbert space with scalar product <. 1 .‘, defined in 
Remark 3 following Theorem 2.18. 
ucil 
‘I’he function identically I on .Y is in 5,. and is also denoted by Q,, . Tt is called 
vacuum. The semigroup (T, 1 t ~~ 01 1. WIyCB, + determines a self-adjoint contrac- 
tion semigroup {e-1Hn 1 1 2 01 on !?J~ [17, 461. The infinitesimal generator Ha 
is the Hamilton operator of the generalized, free field [35]; Jz, is the ground state 
of H,, with cigenvalue 0. 
For C = (--A + nr”))l the measure vC --= Y” is n-local. By Theorems 3.2 and 
2.8 it has the Markov property (see aIso [41]). From this it follows that 9~~ is 
isomorphic to the (time 0-) subspace sjVo,O [41]; .$o.O is isomorphic to the usual 
Fock space 
.F g L”(.‘/‘E,,l( UP-l), d&P), (3.18) 
and &a is the Gaussian measure on 9’JeaI(lRP-l) with Fourier transformJ,(la) and 
covariance c given by 
c(x - y) : (2~)-'~--l)~~ j- dk 2(k:‘;;;)I,2 , 13% (3.19) 
From the Markov property it follows that 
e -it’Ha = EyO o?;Et,o*o . (3.20) 
Let B and 3, be regular sets with B, C B. Then also dvrg is a (II, &)-local, 
(II, I?,)-ergodic measure and 
&J@ + d ~~,,Bl(@ + d @P + 8) 
dv&y = -dvCB.Bpj- == cw(@) ’ 
(3.21) 
for allg E Y(B,); (II, B,)-ergodicity is proven as in Theorem 3.2 and 
9l,,(aR,) = w,,pB,JaB l-l a&) 
(because of Dirichlet boundary conditions at aB). Applying Theorem 2.8, 
part (2), we get the Markov property: 
I f  the distance between aB and XI, is positive then vCB.RI and V: 1 are equivalent 
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measures on ZVcB1; see [31]. Applying Corollary 2.13 withFBI = 1 we conclude 
that 
Kc 8’ ge, zzY q,o a*, (3.23) 
(This result was earlier obtained in [31]; the same equation can be proven for 
more general boundary conditions at 8B, provided (3.21) is true and vcB,B1 and 
V& are equivalent on EVvo,sl). 
The conclusions of this section can be summarized best as follows. 
EXERCISE. Prove that Theorem 3.0 is true. Also show that, given a theorem in 
Section 2, it is in general possible to find a convex combination of Gaussian PBC 
measures on Y’ not satisfying its hypotheses. yerify the hypotheses of Proposi- 
tion 2.9 for the Gaussian PBC measure v” on Y’ with covariance (--d + gn2)-r 
(this problem can be reduced to an easy calculation on the one-particle space; see 
1411). 
4. APPLICATIOX OF THE GENERAL RESULTS OF SECTIONS 2 AND 3 TO THE P(tp)% 
QUANTUM FIELD MODELS 
4.1 Statement of the Problem 
In this section we present examples for PBC measures on y’ which fit into 
the general framework of Section 2 and are less trivial than the Gaussian measures 
studied in Section 3. Although our main objective is to prove results which are 
useful for the study of the strongly coupled P(q)% models and the analysis of 
phase transitions, this section can also be viewed as a first step in the direction 
of an existence theory for solutions of the Dobrushin (-Lanford-Ruelle) [ 11, 3 I] 
or the “Radon-Nikodym” equations. 
Statement of the probbm. (a) Construct a PBC measure v  on .4p’ such that 
for all I3 E ‘V? and all bounded, E-measurable functions G on Y’, J&C(G) == 
Y,(G), where YB(*): L”(Y’, Z) +L”(y’, E gc is a linear, positivity-preserving ) 
contraction on L=(Y’, Z), YB rLQ(.La’, .EBc) = id, (compatibIe with J&C being 
a conditional expectation), for all B E !X. We say that !FB is of finite range R if f  
Ys(G) is ZB.R-measurable, for all bounded ,Z’,-measurable G, and 3, is the set 
of all points u-r IWd which are within distance R from B E 6%. Ys is called Markovian 
if R = 0. 
(b) Let vc be a n-local, Gaussian PBC measure on .ic’ with covariance C, 
such as that studied in the Iast section, and {FB}BER a family of positive, 
Z-measurable, v,-integrable functions on .Y” with FB being .EV,c.,-measurable, 
for all 3 E ‘K Construct a PBC measure v  on Y’ which is indexed by (vc, {Fs}s& 
in the sense of Section 2 or, in other words (Corollary 2.13!), which solves the 
DI,R eyuations 
all bounded, ,Z+- measurable functions G on .s/“. 
(4 Let (q,lr;;ty b e a f  amily of nonnegative, &measurable functions on .Y ’ 
with supp !PV --- supp !PO , independent of g E Y. Let xP be the characteristic 
function of supp Y0 and assume that 
ul,,,(@) = Yf(@ r~ g)YLp), for all g, 9: in Y, 
(in particular U,, = xY). Construct a PBC measure v  on Y’ such that 
We say that {!?‘,I is of finite range R if f  U, is ,Xss-measurable, for all g E ,Y(U), 
and Markovian i f f  H 7 0. If  {lu,} is Markovian then v  will be fl-10~1. Physically 
positive, non-Gaussian, n-local, compactly n-crgodic measures solving par- 
ticutar examples of (a) or (b) or c can be constructed in any number of dimen- ( ) 
sions, i.e., for arbitrary, finite d, quite “easily” (e.g., measures solving particular 
examples of (a)-(c) which are in addition locally equivalent to a Gaussian measure 
can be found by use of the cluster expansion [26, 271 (which solves even the 
uniqueness problem!) or by use of the compactness methods of [34]; set also 
[24]). The same problem is extremely hard in more than tu-o dimensions (II ‘-_I 2) 
if one imposes physcial positivity and Euclidean invariance simultaneously, which 
is the case of interest to relativistic quantum field theory; see [15, 26, 511. The 
P(v) models in two dimensions which we study in this section meet this rcquire- 
merit. See also Note added in pm$ 
4.2 The P(F)? Models; Locally Correct lnteractiq l’(~)~ Measures 
DEFINITIONS. We let 0 be the Gaussian measure on ;I/” (and .Y’ :I 
,5’&l(R2), .c/” = Y~,,,@P) throughout this section) with mean 0 and covariance 
(-A em ma)-‘, for some fixed positive bare mass m. (Covariances of the more 
gcncral form (3.12) can also be handled but they violate n-Zocale’ry.) Let : : 
denote Wick (or normal) ordering (see (2.4)) with respect to 0. Let P be an 
arbitrary polynomial with even, positive, leading coefficient and P(0) = 0. 
We let A E 31 and define 
CTll(@) [ d”#:P(@):((), which is a real function in 
* .A 
J-J , L”(.Y, IL”). (4.1) 
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It is well known [9, 311 that for all n E s% 
(4.2) 
Other examples for i7<, which satisfy conditions (4.1), (4.2) and can be studied 
with methods similar to those used in this section are 
where p is either an even measure on (--4/&/s, 4/&l”), or a measure on [0,4,5@). 
For results for these choices of U,, , see [1 , 2, 181. 
We now study the class of measures indexed by f&O; {e-“Ajdt& i.e., solutions 
of the DLR equations (b) ( see also Corollary 2.13) with yc = ~0, FA = @A. 
DEFINITION. We say that a measure v  ” is a ZoculZy correct interacting Pi- 
measure (where fl is some nonempty, regular set in @ containing the origin) 
i f f  Y* is physicaZZy positive and d@(@ + g)/&(Q) exists and 
@(@ + 9) 
dv”( @) 
= exp(-[CD((-d + m2}g} -/- #1(-d + m2)1pg Ii:]) 
x exp(-W,d@ +g) - u,(@)J), (4.3) 
for all g E Y(fI). 
Notice that the r.h.s. of (4.3) is a .&-measurable, vO-almost everywhere finite, 
real function on 5@‘. (Such a measure vn . is also called a cutoff interacting Pi 
measure; Eq. (4.3) could also be replaced by the family of DLR equations for 
arbitrary, regular sets B properly contained in A. The notion of “locally correct 
interacting measures” can be introduced whenever one studies the class of PBC 
measures indexed by (p, (F,,,}a& where p is a physically positive, Y-quasi- 
invariant, n-local PBC measure and the FB’s are Q-covariant positive functions 
on 9’.) 
Notice that the r.h.s. of (4.3) d oes not change if we replace the Laplacian d by a 
Laplacian d,, with self-adjoint !~olm&ary conditions at &I’ (where II’ is an arbitrary 
regular set and /1’ 2 il) which are compatible with the requirement of physical 
positivity of the covariance (-/I,,, + m’)-r. Therefore we can use the Gaussian 
measure with covariance (--d,, + m2)-’ rather than v” to construct locally 
correct interacting P(v),-measures. It follows from Eq. (3.23), that the DLR 
equations with respect to arbitrary regular sets B properly contained in II remain 
unchanged, too, if we replace the covariance (--d + #pi by (--d,, + m2)-l 
(provided v~O and v(-, I’+,Fc+l,a are equivalent). 
Also, we may multiply the measure dv” with a function #,, = $$ * $ic , where 
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ii$ is & ,A4rnit20i -measurable, 4,,(a) = #;$(@O)r where 0 dcnotcs “time” 
rcflcction at (t = Oj and 
As shown in [ 171 these conditions on $ne ensure that the measure l/.ZA, . I/J.~~ &I 
is physically positive, provided the measure d# is physically positive. Hence 
l/ZAG . $J‘,~ &’ (and any measure obtained from these as a limit in the sense that 
the corresponding characteristic (or generating) functionals converge; Part I) 
is a Iocally correct P(v),-measure if dv* is locaIly correct. 
Without loss of generality we may in the following choose for /I a rectangle 
11 : [-l/Z, Z/2] Y [-T/2, T/2] A,‘-. (4.4) 
The following are locally correct interaction P(F),-measures: 
(A) (Free boundary conditions)” 
where (4.5) 
%/ii r I_ s 9,s” 
exp( --- u* $3)) dv”(@). (4.5) 
(B) (Half-Dirichlet boundary conditions [31, 441) 
where drJ+o is the Gaussian measure on 9’ with mean 0 and covariancc 
(-4, + m2)-l and 4, is the Laplacian on L2(11,?-, ds[) with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions at 8flim = (X :.:. *Z/2); 
(and J.v ei@(f) dvEnD(@) = J” exp(i@( f  . x~,=)) d~~*~‘(@), for arhitrar)rfE CY’), This 
family of locally correct interacting Pi measures is particutarly useful for a 
unique construction of a physically positive, Euclidean invariant [51] infinite 
g For a careful analysis of boundary conditions in Pi we refer to [32]. 
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volume interacting P(v)a measure (T -+ CO; 1+ CO) for strongly coupled P(q)a 
models when 
This has been done in Part I and [17, 511, based on results of [31, 32, 441 (see 
Theorem I of the Introduction). 
Since the boundary conditions we are using here distinguish the time direction, 
Euclidean invariance of the limit measure is nontrivial; see [51]. This difficulty 
has been avoided in [17]. The asymmetric boundary conditions (bc.) arc, 
however, technically simpler. 
(C) (+, - boundary conditions). For the study of phase trunsi&ns in 
even Pi models, locally correct interacting P(q)a measures &QT*& with so- 
called +, - b.c. outside il,r might be useful. We introduce +, - b.c. by 
perturbing the free, Gaussian measure with a muhiplicative functional 
Pe%~~n,~)c , where 
FB* = exp c-s, #-[:e*a@(Pj:) (for some N > 0). 
Such boundary conditions will be studied elsewhere; the limit 3 f  W2jfllr can 
be taken by use of correlation inequalities [1X]. 
In this paper we always choose the b.c. according to (A), i.e., free 6.~. Thanks 
to the important results on b.c. in P(v), proven in [31,32] alE results we are going 
to prove in this section for free b-c. are true for half-Dirichlet b.c. chosen as 
described in (B). Some details required for a complete proof of this claim are 
contained in [19, 261. See also the Note added in proof 
4.3 Existence of a Measure Indexed by (duo, {e+‘A},,s) 
After this digression on boundary conditions we now return to the expression 
(4.5) for the locally correct interacting Pi- measure d& (with free boundary 
conditions). We want to construct first an Z-invariant (i.e., time-translation- 
invariant), physically positive, Y-quasi-invariant infinite volume interacting 
PBC measure dv(@) = dvnmm(@). 
In Part I, Section 3, we have shown how one can remove the cutoff in the time 
direction, We have prove there that 
exists and is the Fourier transform of some &-invariant, physically positive 
PBC measure dvz on Y’. Let d/c and dvRO denote the restrictions of dvnir, dv” to 
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the a-algebra &O,B _ In order to complete the construction of the infinite volume 
interacting P(F),-measure dv, we will show that, given an arbitrary compact, 
regular set B C Iw”, 
A, r lim h, --. 
‘r tlr 
dVBL (4.9) 
exists and is equivalent to dvBo, that the family of measures {dvB1&, has at least 
one accumulation Point, as I.+ c0, and that any accumulation point of this 
family is equivalent to dvBo. This is then the basic input for the proof of Theorems 
IIA and II3 announced in the Introduction. 
For the proof of this wc apply the existzncc theory for the infinite v&me 
limit of a family of physically positive, locally correct interacting PBC measures 
on .<f’ developed in Ref. [19], WC need some 
DEFINITION. d, = [qn + l), n E L; xdn denotes the characteristic function 
of d,, . For Ir some function on W we define 
11 h gr,$ = Ixz ii h ’ x3,, !I# I I -:: p i. 33. (4.10) 
For ,q some function on [w2 and ~$(x) = ~(x, 1) we define 
Sire set 
IR Lr.1, = * F fit It2 lLr,?l + “yp t;gflIL,P~ (4.11) 
P$/‘(@) = j d”fg(~):P’(@):(~) (4.12) 
(where P’ is the first derivative of the interaction polynomial P). xl,r denotes 
the characteristic function of fl,r and xz the characteristic function of flLm, 
In [19] the following interesting result has been established. 
THEOREM 4.1, Assume that for $nite 1 
(4.13) 
exists for all f  in Y’ arad is the Fourier transform of apz X-invariant, physically 
positive PBC wleastwe vz on F. Also assume that for $xed 1 there exists a finite p, 
and a$nite constant Kl such that 
uniformly in T (where deg P is the degree of P), Then {dv~~T(@)jdvBo(@)}, is 
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compact in L1(,Y’, dvBo) and dvB1 is absohtely continuous with respect to dv,O. 
If, in addition, there exist a$nite constant K and somefinitep such that 
.r Y’ 
dlq@) / P;,x#q~'d"g'-2 < K 1 g py-*, 
uniformly in 1, their for all compact, regular sets 3 C W, the family 
(4.15) 
is compact inL1(.Y’, dvBD) and wery accumulation point dv, of (dvBz},,, is absolutely 
continuous with respect to dvso. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.1 WC refer to [19]. Hypothesis (4.13) has been 
verified in Part I, Section 3. We will now verify the bounds (4.14) and (4.15). 
We establish these bounds by proving that for each finite E > 0 
s Yf dv’lzT(@) exp(P’. g x1,7 (@)) < K 2.6 (4.16) 
uniformly in T, for all g E LD.z,E = (g 1 1 g Ir,* < l }, where p = deg P, and 
s Y’ dvY@) exp(G.,,(@)) < K , (4.17) 
uniformly in 1, for all g f LD,z,E , where p = deg P. It is easy to see that (4.16) 
and (4.17) imply (4.14), (4.15), respectively (see also Part I, Sections 3,4). 
4.4 Proof of the Bounds (4.16) and (4.17) and Other Estim.ates 
In order to prove the bounds (4.16) and (4.17) we use the transfer matrix 
method ([31], i.e., the Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula [42] connecting the 
measures {d#lT} with the Hamiltonian formalism) which is studied in detail and 
applied in Part I, This method is only applicable because the measures (dvAir) 
are physically positive, In the following the notations introduced in Eqs. (3.17)- 
(3.20) are used. 
It is proven in [9, 421 that 
for a finite constant K, and all p > 0. It is well known that 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
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Applying a result proven in [17, Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2.51 we conclude that 
d -Ifi, -- ~“?,oe-U[-1!3,[/“iYrn.~i~ E 1 LJ”.o (4.20) 
is a self-adjoint, exponentially bounded semigroup on & = 9 = !$VO,O. 
Hence its infinitesimal generator Z?, is a self-adjoint, semibounded operator on .F. 
We define Er = inf spec A, . 
From (4.18) and 14.19) it also follows that 
Is, > Const f  1 
and that A, is the closure of 
Formulas (4.20) and (4.21) are known as Feynman-Kac-Nelson formulas and 
were first proven in [42]; see also [31]. 
WesctH,=a,-E,.Let(AjIj=l...., m. - 1 }, where m z deg P, be real 
numbers. It is known [34, 361 that 
where the closure of [A, + ~~~~‘lr’ Ai s”f,s ci~: #(x):] r S?O,m is self-adjoint. It is 
proven in [28, 291 that 
mist. Let R, ,..., h,mp, be rea1 test functions on [w’ with supp hi C [--l/2, Z/2], 
j = l,..., n2 - 1. We set 
Qh((D) -: “fl 1 tZS hj(X):l$:(X), 
j-1 * 
H,(h) -= HI -C &(P), (4.22) 
SE,(h) = inf spec H,(h). 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of [16, 301 and of important 
estimates proven in [32]. 
607’23/2-4 
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Let hl :_.: h * x[-~/~.~/~J , where XL-~/~,A~~I is the characteristic function of 
[--E/2, l/21; h = (h, I...> L-d 
THEOREM 4.2. There exists a j&e constant fl such that 
1 8E:,(hz)l :C j dx 1 a,(h(x)) - o1,I + ,$ (4.23) 
unifcwndy in 1. If supp hj C [-a, a], for j = l,..,, m - 1, and some fixed a, thrn 
for all 1 > a 
Moreover, 
1 SE,(h)l ~2 j dx 1 a,(h(x)) - 01~ / + O(1 jZ)a. (4.24) 
for some$nite constartt K. (For details see ([20,29,30,32,50]; also Part I, Section 2.) 
Let 
COROLLARY 4.3. Uniformly in 1 the following hold: 
(4.26) 
ifsuppgj C Aaa, j = l,..., m - 1, thelo for-all E > a 
J L 
In-1 
ds I WgY < K C ((/gj III + ((gj ll;$;:$ + 0(1/Z) az. (4.27) 
j=l I 
Proof. Inequality (4.27) follows directly from (4.24) and (4.25). Since 
J dt II g,t llm.z < I g LZ , (4.26) follows from 
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This inequality is equivalent to 
where 
Summing over n and again using linearity of&(p) in h yields inequality (4.28). 
QED. 
If g is some complex-valued function on W we set gr,? ~~ R . xlar and g,,, :L 
(R1L.l.r I.*.? K,,,. ll,T), It was shown in Part I, Section 3, by use of the Feynman- 
Kac-K&on formula (Theorem 3.11) that 
for some constant 8, which is positive for finite 1 and independent of T, uniforrdy 
in T. (These inequalities follow from the Hamiltonian definition of the Euclidean 
region integrals, known as Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula, the dcfinitinn of 
SE,(.) and the inequality (Sz, , e-~H620) 2: aE 1~ 0.) Also 
j J .‘/’ 
_ ._ exp (J dt I WWe g,?l), 
uniforl~rly in 1. From Corollary 4.3 we now obtain the bounds 




COROLLARY 4.4. Thefamily of PBC measures {IJ}~,~ has al least we accumula- 
tion point v  which is a PBC measure on 9’. I f  3 is a bounded, regular set 
W~z(@)/d~~“(@)3z,m is compact in U(P, duBU) and vB is absolutely continuous 
with respect to vBo. 
Proof. From (4.29) and (4.30) we easily conclude that for some fixed m-tuple 
g of functions on W with 1 g ‘,n,r < CD, 
FL&) ~z dvAiT(@) exd&?,,.r(@)) I 
and 
are entire analytic functions of 4 (of order .<m - deg Y at 1; = M and with 
bounds on the absolute values which are uniform in T, I, respectively). 
Setting Q,(Q) = P,‘(Q) an d using the Cauchy integral formula and the bounds 
(4.29), (4.30), we now obtain the bounds (4.14) and (4.15), (for details about such 
arguments see Part I, Section 3). Thus Theorem 4.1 applies. 




is entire analytic in [ of order $:2 at 5 = CO, for fixedfwith 1 f  Iz,a < CO and 
IS 
dd(@) ecQcf) 5: expb I lb Ull,, + PI. 
(This follows from Estimate III, Part I, Section 2, and the arguments given in the 
Proof of Corollary 4.3.) Hence 
dd(@) e’*‘f’ 
I I<< 
is a family of characteristic functionals un .Y that is equicontinuoas (in f~ .Y). 
Let S, C R2 be the sphere with radius n centered at the origin. Now using 
Theorem 4.1 and Cantor’s diagonal procedure we conclude that there is a 
sequence {Zjj3p1-1 converging to 00 such that 
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for all f  with If  ~z.z -< CO and some PBC measure v  on ,Y’; and for all n E N 
dv; (CD) .-.n--- %P) 
@p) ---* "&spy ' 
as j+cQ 
in Ll(Y’, dvtn), (by Th cocem 4.1). This completes the proof. 
Remark. Had we chosen half-IXrichlet boundary conditions as defined in 
(B), (4.6), (4.7) and an interaction polynomial P of the form 
then 
exists, for all f  with 1 f  l,r.q < “o, zcithoas~ passing to a subsequence {Ij},cl . 
Moreover, the PBC measure v  is then Euclidean invariant [51], Part I, Section 4. 
It is shown in Part I, Section 4.3, and in [17, 511 that the moments of that 
measure are the Schwinger functions of a unique, relativistic field theory satis- 
fying the Wightman axioms [35] f  or a neutral, scaIar field (up to possiblv the 
uniqueness of the vacuum). See Theorem I, Section 1. 
4.5 Properties of the Infinite Volume Interacting P(F);! Measure 
We now show that the measure v  obtained in Corollary 4.4 fits into the general 
framework described in Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.5. The infinite volume interacting Pi measure v  consfructed in 
Corollury 4.4 is physically positive, “time”-translation (i.e., X-) and 8-iw.wiunt, 
.Y-quasi-invariant, I;T-locuE, and compactly l7-ergodic. For allg E .‘;/ 
a@ + A 
dv(@) 
m-7 exp(-[@((---d -C mz)g) + $11(--d I nz”)‘~” g II:]) 
\< exp-[U(@ t-g) -“-- U(G)]). (4.31) 
(The regularity condition (2.1) is satisfied.) For arbitrary bounded, regular B, Ye alnd 
vnD are equivalent measures on ZVO,U _ 
Proof. It has been shown in Part I, Section 3, that the measures vL, 1 +z. co, 
are Y-invariant, &invariant, and physically positive (see also [17, Section 31). 
1%~ Corollary 4.4, Y has the same properties. 
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We now prove Y-quasi-invariance of V. By (4.3) 
d/q@ -.I- ,y& 
&AT(@) 
= exp(-[@((-fl + m2)g) + $]I(--0 + m2)1/2 g I$] 
r.“c eXP(-[~Az~(@ -t 9) - UA,Wl). (4.32) 
Clearly L’,I,T(@ + 9) - Vii,@) is zl~,,,ppg -measurable and it is independent 
of 1 and T for fl,r 3 supp g. It is of the form 
where Qj is a Wick ordered polynomial in G(t) of degree m - j, allj = I,..., m 
(Wick ordering : : with respect to YO according to (2.4)). 
We now define 
and 
From (4.32), (4.33), the bound (4.29), and Part I Section 2, 3, we now conclude 
that 
for some finite constant K and all p 2 1, uniformly in T. This, Theorem 4.1, and 
Corollary 4.3 imply that the measure vz is Y-quasi-invariant with 
d4@ i g) 
dvl(#) 
= exp(-[@((-Ll + ne2)g) + $11(---d + m2)lizg II:]) 
x exp(-VW 4 gi) - V@)l)p 
for arbitrary, finite E. 
AppIying the bound (4.30) (and bounds proven in Part I, Section 3) we 
conclude that 
for allp > 1, uniformly in 1. 
This bound and Corollary 4.4 imply that the infinite volume interacting 
WY’)2 measure Y is *Y-quasi-invariant with Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
dv(@ + g)jdv(@) given by (4.31). The b ound (4.34) also yieIds the regularity 
condition (3.1) and proves that the function identically 1 on .V’ inL’(,Y”, dv) is 
an entire anaIytic vector for the Euclidean field Q(f) (provided i f  ]1.,2 < oz) and 
for the conjugate momentum n*(g) (provided c,,(g) is finite). 
For B a bounded, regular set and all g E ,‘P(B), dv(@ -{-- g)/&(Q) is obviously 
L:o.Li- measurable and hence Ev,B -measurable, by Corollary 4.4. Thus Y is 
(XI, &local, for all B E $3, and, since the regularity condition (2.1) holds, it is 
fl-local. (By (4.341, dv(@ I-g)/&(D) is even in r)l+n,CY f,t)(,V’, dv), for Qg) < oz.) 
Since by Corollary 4.4, yn is absolutely continuous with rcspcct to ~a”, for all 
bounded, regular sets B, and since by Theorem 3.7, ZJ~” is compactly fl-ergodic, 
so is ljH WC may now apply Lemma 2. IO to prove equivalence of Y* and L~~,‘I, for 
a11 B E 93. (LED. 
Remarks. (t ) Theorem 4.5 can bc viewed as a particular example of an 
cxistcnce theorem for problems (a), (b), and (c) proposed in Section 4.1. It 
establishes the existence of at least one PBC measure Y on ~4r’ indexed by 
(v”, {e-“-l)..&>~ ). Any measure v  obtained by the procedure described in Theorems 
4.1 and 4.5 fits into the general framework developed in Section 2. These 
measures arc non-Gaussian examples for the situation analyzed there (in a precise 
sense explained in Theorem 4.8(4) below). We propose as an exercise to apply 
the general theorems of Section 2 to prove the &al Markoa property, the DT.K 
equations,..., and Theorem II.4 of Section I for the PBC measure Y. 
(2) If  we choose half-Dirichlet boundary conditions as described in (B), 
(4.6), (4.7), and P(X) = Ci=, a,,,.~““’ 1- ps, a,, >- 0, then the family {cJ} has a 
zmiqzre infinite volume limit v. The L’BC measure Y? is physically positive, 8- 
invariant and Euclidean invariant, as is shown in Part I, Section 4, using results of 
[44, 511. It satisfies “axioms” A-C for Euclidean fieIds proposed in [17] (which 
imply the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms [48]). Under these circumstances 
Thcorcm I is valid for v. 
(3) .4pplying Theorems 2.14, 2.16, and 2.19 we may decompose the 
measure ~1 obtained in Thcorcm 4.5 (or Remark 2)) into .*-ergo&c components 
( pure phases) : 
for some probability measure p on the u-algebra at co Zp,” (of .X-invariant sets; 
see Theorems IIB and 2.16). For p-almost ntl x in Y” the measure vr satisfies 
Theorem 4.5 (by Theorems 2.14 and 2.19). It follows from results of Streatet 
[57] that under the conditions of Remark 2 the measure pX is Ez&&zn inoa&~~t 
[la]. The following results show that, for p-almost all x, the moments of the 
measure vX exist and are the Schwinger functions of a unique quantum field 
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theory with unique vacuum (which under the conditions of Remark 2 satisfies the 
Wightman axioms for a neutral, scalar field). Let 
C,(f) = llflll + ‘IfIlm’?? vn/(7n 1) I 
C,(g) = G((--d + m2)g) + !I(-0 + 4”2g 11; + f llgll$ 1 
j=l 
If IO = !Ifill + !lfllm,(mpl) I 
I g In r It--d + MS IO + 4-d + m2P3 g 112 + II g III -t- II g IL . 
In the following, K denotes a finite, positive constant whose vaiue may vary 
from estimate to estimate. Let Sz be the function identically 1 on 9” in 
L2(Y’, A) and (*, +) the scalar product an L2(Y’, dv). 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose f  and g are fuactions on W with 1 f  IO and 1 g I,, finite, 
Then (~2, &ls(f) e’cfl(@)S)) is jointly entire analytic in & and =& and 
Let pj = m/(m -j) and let h be a function with 11 h iI3 + 11 h (IDj < CO. Then 
(12, et:*‘:(h)J2) is entire amlytic in 5 and 
(4.36) 
COROLLARY 4.7. The vector R is entire (analytic)for a(f) and 17(g), prooided 
1 f  IO and 1 g In arefinite. 
lp, fi cD(fJ 5 Il(p,)B)I < P+yn,!p (?$!)(m-l)‘m i-j Ifi 19 fi / gj In * 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 
(4.37) 
Also 
1 (JZ, fi :@‘: (h&q ( < K+yn!)j’” f! [II hz 111 + II h II,,]. (4.38) 
Proof of Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4,7. Let 
F(k) = +t2 j- &X(-d + ~“)1’“~l(t)2 
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By (4.31) and the definition of the Euclidean momenta (Lemma 2.2) 
First let f  and g be functions in ,Y’(W) of compact support. Let a be such that 
supp f c A,“, supp~ C AOQ. Then for all I ;;s a 
independently of 1. 
By Corollary 4.4 there exists a sequence {jj]z, converging to CO, Ii :> 0, such 
that 
But 
I. 4 .YV dd(@) cxp(-@(Im elf)) exp(-$[@(Rc S,(--d -t m’):) -1 ReF(&a)]) 
by (4.33). Using the Feynman-Kac-Nelson (FKN) formula we can give a 
Hamiltonian definition for the integral on the r.h.s. of (4.41); see Part I, Sec- 
tions 3 and 4; also CoroIlary 2.21. We can then apply (4.22), the estimate (4.27) 
and the definitions of CO and C, to obtain the bound 
By (4.39) this yields (4.35) for functionsf and g in Y’(W) of compact support; 
(4.35) follows then by continuity. Analyticity of (~2, e iblot,> ei&nlo)Q) in tl and & 
is an easy consequence of the bounds (4.35) and Eq. (4.39). 
The proof of (4.36) is simiIar; (use the FKN formula, (4.22) (4.27) and 
C’orollary 4.4). Corollary 4.7 follows now from the Cauchy integral formuIa 
relating analytic functions with their derivatives, by a simple optimation 
argument. Details of such estimates arc given in Part I, Section 3. QED. 
4.6 The S-i?rgodic (Pure Phase) Inteructiq P(F)? Measures 
Sufficient conditions under which the infinite volume interacting Pi- 
measure Y obtained in Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 is .X-ergodic (without 
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further decomposition) are derived in [17] from the strong results of [26,27, 541 
and it is shown there that this implies uniqueness of the vacuum (existence of one 
and only one &@-invariant state) in the physical Hilbert space &,.; see also 
[46,47]. These conditions are: 
Convergence of the Cluster Expansion, or 
P(x) = ax4 + bX2 + /A”, a > 0, p # 0. 
It is believed that for P(X) --_ Cz,=, a,~@, a,& > 0, the infinite volume inter- 
acting P(v),-measure 9 is laot %-ergodic, provided, e.g., a1 is sufficiently small, 
and that there exist (at least) two X-ergodic components with broken @ -+ -@ 
symmeiuy. Such a result has been announced by Dobrushin and Minlos [12], 
but no proof has appeared. We postpone the discussion of the spontaneous sym- 
metry breaking problems to the end of this paper. 
We decompose the measure v into its X-ergodic components: 
with p a probability measure on Xc* 1Q and {v,> a family of A?-ergodic PBC 
measures on 9”; see Theorem 2.16. If we want to make the dependence of 
Y, vX on the interaction polynomial P explicit we write up, vXp. The bare mass 112 
is kept fixed throughout the folIowing. 
THEOREM 4.8. The following h&for p-almost all x: 
(1) vx is an X- and &invariant, physically positive, Af-wgodic PBC measure 
on .Y’. 
(2) v, is Y-quasi-irmzriant, II-local, compactly II-ergodic, and 
M@ + 9) 
dvA@) - = exp(-[W--d i m2)g) + + 11(-d + mp)l/zg II;]) 
. CXP(-[W + 8) - up)]). (4.42) 
(3) For aZZ bounded, replay sets B C Iw”, IJ~,~ and vAo are equivalent measures 
on &0,, . The local Markov property and tAe DLR equations 
hold, for a21 G in W&B). 
(4) The PBC meaSUre$ v,’ and v!, are mutually singular, upsZess P = 
1’ I- const and x’ E x u N, , for some (possibly empty) set iVX C &a” of p-measure 0. 
In particular vxp and v0 are mutual/y singular, u&s P m= const, for p-almost all x. 
(5) The bounds of Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.7 hold with vx replacing 
V. In particular the moments 
These moments are the Euclidean Green’s functions of a quantum field theory (of 
one neutral, scalarfield) satisl$ng all Wightman axioms wifA the possible exception 
of spxe-translation and Lorcntz-inaariance. 
J’Yoo~, (I) follows from Corollary 4.4 (Theorem 4.5) and Theorems 2.19 and 
2.16. 
(2) follows from Theorem 4.5, Lemma 2.17, and Theorem 2.14. 
(3) The equivalence of v”,~ and v  B0, all bounded, regular sets B, follows from 
Theorems 4.5,2.1’4(2) and L emma 2.10. The remaining claims of (3) follow from 
Theorems 4.5, 2.14, 2.8(2), and Corollary 3.13. 
(4) The first claim in (4) follows from (2), (4.42), and (3) by the same proof 
as that of Corollary 4.4(2) of Ref. [17] ( one makes USC of Proposition 2.15!). 
The second part concerning the set NX follows from Theorem 2.16 and Proposi- 
tion 2.15. The last claim in (4) is a special case of the first one (for a more general 
result see [ 17, Corollary 4.4(l)]. 
(5) The first claim of (5) and the bounds (4.43) follow from Theorem 4.6 
and dorollary 4.7 by Theorem 2.20 and Corollary 2.21. Hypotheses (2.35), 
(2.35’) of Corollary 2.21 arc easily verified using the equivalence of vXXo and v,o, 
for all bounded, regular B. The remaining part of (5) follows from the fact that 
Axioms (Al)-(A5), K and C of Ref. [17] ( w UC 1 h are verified in [ 17, Section 31 for 
the interacting P(F),-measure V) hold for the measure 1:: , p-almost all x, provided 
they hold for 11. This is a simple consequence of Theorems 2.16, 2.19, 2.20 
and Corollary 2.21. It is shown in [17, Section 2, ‘I’hcorem 2.61, that these 
“axioms” imply the Wightman axioms, up to possibly space-translation and 
I,orents: invariance and uniqueness of the vacuum. In our cast uniqucncss of 
the vacuum follows from (1). Alternatively we may USC the hounds (4.43) and 
Thcorrm 3.19 to verify the Cl)sterwalder-Schrader axioms, c,g., in the form of 
[47, 481 (see also Part I, Subs&on 4.4). (j.1X.D. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to comments on the significance of the 
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Y-quasi-invariance and II-locality of the measures vX and on the problem of 
spontaneous symmetry breaking, i.e., the nonergodicity of Y under the group 2. 
(1) The proof of Theorem 4.1 and the general methods for constructing 
infinite volume interacting measures explained in [19] depend in an essential 
manner on Y-quasi-invariance, or equivalently, the existence of Euclidean 
momelata. 
(2) The local Markov property and the DLK equations for vX and the 
equivalence of v~,~ and v go, B E %, can be most easily proven using the Y-quasi- 
invariance and II-locality of v, vx. We also conjecture a connection between 
II-locality and the particle structure in models of self-interacting Bose fields in 
two dimensions. 
(3) The only known proof of Theorem 4.8(4) (disjointness of measures) 
is based in an essential way on the Y-quasi-invariance of v. Theorem 4.8(4) has 
the following interesting 
COROLLARY. The interacting Pi quantum field v, obtained from vp by 
reconstrucldon [17,47,48] is not in l/ze Borchers class of Qze free or tire generalized 
free quantum field [35], except when deg P == 2. 
The proof is given in [19]. It follows from Theorem 4.8{4) and Corollary 
4.4(2) of [17] and the fact that the field ‘gP is a canonical field in the sense that 
i[ff~ , df 0 U and w4f 0 So), where Hp is the P(v& Hamiltonian, are 
self-adjoint, canonica& conjugate variables, for all f E L&&R). 
This result is support for the old conjecture that the Pi S-matrix is different 
from I if deg P 2 4 (for all P for which the S-matrix is known to exist [26]).11 
(4) The Y-quasi-invariance of vr can be used to derive new, optimal 
estimates on the (truncated) Schwinger functions (moments of v,): Let 
p FE -A + m2, A(f) = B@(f) + AN-,-“f), (444) 
and let A*(f) be the adjoint of A( f ). 
Then 
[4fh A*(g)1 = W’Y P-1’zdL2,~s) and @J’(f) = 414f> + 4fll. 
(4.45) 
Let QX denote the function identically 1 on Y’, v,-almost everywhere and let 
<*), = JP, dv,(@) a, (.},, = SF, &JO(@) *. By (4.44) and Theorem 4.X(2) we have 
A(f)Q, = -~q;-lp)Qx. (4.46) 
I1 See the Note added in pmf. 
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Using (4.45), (4.46) we immediately get 
where bi -: xlXl /!I and P “” is the fith derivative of P. From this, the bounds 
of Corollary 4.7 and Theorem 4.8, and known properties of the free Schwinger 
functions we now obtain the estimate 
I.flSF .= II P-w! + II CL-WdraP 
for p-almost all x. 
I f  the interacting measure I, is Euclidean invariant (which is true if, c.g., one 
uses half-Dirichlet boundary conditions as in (B), (4.6), and (4.7) and .P = 
even -1 linear 117, 511, Part I) then for p-almost all x the Y-ergodic component 
vX of Y is Euclidean inerariunt, as well. Now suppose the spectrum of the energy- 
momentum operator of the quantum field theory obtained from V, by the 
reconstruction theorems of [ 17,47,48] h as a strictly positive mass gap. Then one 
can derive from (4.47) and . p ey onential clustering [35, 46, 47, 481 that the 
truncated Schwinger functions satisfy the bounds 
By expanding :@:(f) into a sum of Wick monomials in A*(.$), A(f), using 
(4.45) to contract A’s and A*‘s, and finally applying (4.46), one can also obtain 
optimal bounds on the short-distance behavior of 
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Eq. (4.48) and these bounds prove that the short-distance belaaaMr of the 
infinite volume P(F)* quantum field theory is dominated by the one of the free 
field theory (and the one of truncated Green’s functions by the one of pcrturba- 
tion theory). The long-distance behao~~ of a PoincaAcovariant Pi quantum 
field theory is determined by the smallest physical mass. (See also [19, 251.) 
We think that this result and a modified version of Theorem 4.1 are still true 
in three dimensions (“4 - c dimensions, < > 0”) for the @ + ,uv model and 
that they can be used to construct the corresponding infinite volume quantum 
field theory. 
Beautiful and striking applications of the bounds proven in Corollary 4.7 and 
of Eqs. (4.45), (4.46) have been found by Glimm and JafFe [25]. In particular, 
these methods yield the existence of the vertex functions [21, 251 (provided the 
physical mass is positive; the vertex functions might be a valuable tool for the 
analysis of phase transitions IS]); they seem to be powerful for the analysis of the 
energy-momentum spectrum and the particle structure in Pi [25, 551. 
Note udded in proof. Since the time when this paper was submitted for publication 
(summer 1974) many new results in constructive quantum field theory, in particular 
for the P(4),-models discussed in this paper, have appeared. The author feels that this 
has however not invalidated the interest of the results of this paper to quantum field 
theory. Moreover, Sections 1-3 still appear to he a useful contribution to the theory of 
stochastic processes and random fields. 
Since 3974, the general problem proposed in Section 4.1 (existence and uniqueness 
of solutions of the DLR-equations) has found a rather complete and satisfactory solution 
for the I’($),-(and &4-) models in: J. FrBhlich and B. Simon,’ Pure states for general 
P(4), theories..., to appear in Ann. Math.. This paper also contains important extensions 
of the results of Sections 4.3 and 4.4; in particular the bounds of Theorem 4.2 and 
Corollary 4.3 are sharpened and generalized. (The main result of this paper is a construc- 
tion of all P($)i-theories, where P is a real polynomial bounded from below. All these 
theories fulfill the Osterwalder-Schrader [48] and the Wightman axioms [351, and they 
satisfy the hypotheses of all results proven in Section 4 of this paper.) Some of the material 
of Sections 2.5 and 4.5 has been extended in Ref. 1191. 
Existence of phase transitions and spontaneous symmetry breaking has heen proven 
(in chronological order): 
For Q in: J. Glimm, A. Jaffe and ‘I’. Spencer, Conrmwz. IMath. PIzys. 45 (I 975), 203. 
See also Ann. Phys., to appear. 
For qS3.1 in: J. FrBhlich, B. Simon and T. Sp enter, Commun. Math. Phys. 50 (1976), 
79. 
For P(4)* (with P I: 0 “almost even,” and other two-dimensional models) in: 
J. FrGhlich, in “Current Problems in Elementary Particle and .Mathematical Physics” 
(P. Urban, Ed.), Springer-Verlag, Wien-New York, 1976. 
Nontriviality of the scattering matrix for weakly coupled I’(+),-theories has been establish- 
ed independently by: K. Osterwalder and R. S&&or. Helv. Phyr. Acta. 49, (1976), and 
J.-F’. Eckmann, H. Epstein and J. Friihlich, Ann. Inst. H. P&care’, (Sect. >4) 25, 
(19761, 1. 
1 thank J. Glimm and >A. Jaffe for useful correspondence snd for informing me about 
independent, new estimates on the P(cp)?-models, which partly coincide and part11 
cxtcrd the ones we prove in Section 4, and for same useful suggestions. 
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